
UNIT-1 

 

The term Disaster is derived from the French word ‘Desastre’ meaning a bad or an evil star. 

Disaster is a sudden accident or a natural catastrophe that causes great damage or loss of life. 

 

Disaster management can be defined as the effective organization, direction and utilization of 

available counter-disaster resources. Natural disasters are among the most unique and urgent 

situations that humans are called upon to manage. The role of disaster managers can be divided 

into three parts  

i) managing operations: it involves decision-making, information management, problem solving, 

project and programme planning resource management and monitoring. 

ii) managing people: it includes leadership organization personnel-management and personal 

evaluation. 

iii) managing operations: it refers to planning , control and direction, organizational 

development, quality /performance control, physical control, resource management 

communications and evaluation. 

Hazardous:    four characteristic of hazardous materials (Four Characteristics of Hazardous 

Waste) 

ignitability, or something flammable 

corrosivity, or something that can rust or decompose 

reactivity, or something explosive 

toxicity, or something poisonous 

 

Environmental Hazardous: 

An environmental hazard is a substance, state or event which has the potential to threaten the 

surrounding natural environment / or adversely affect people's health, including pollution and 

natural disasters such as storms and earthquakes.  

"Environmental hazard" means one or a group of toxic chemical, biological, or physical agents in 

the environment, resulting from human activities or natural processes, that may impact the health 

of exposed people  including such pollutants as lead, pesticides, air pollutants, contaminated 

drinking water, polluted waters, toxic waste, polychlorinated biphenyls, second hand tobacco 

smoke, and industrial and home chemicals. 

Environmental hazards mean every type of disorder in environment. If water gets polluted it 

means water environment is in disorder. It is out of its natural balance. If poisonous gases exceed 

in air we say air is polluted. Air quality has declined. We inhale polluted air. If soil is polluted 

with agricultural pesticide, we have to eat contaminated food. 

Victims of environmental hazards do not die at once. It is one of the widely taken slow poisons 

to take life of human beings and animals. 

Example Minamata disease 

Minamata disease was first discovered in Minamata  in Japan, in 1956. It was caused by the 

release of methyl mercury in the industrial wastewater from the Chisso Corporation's chemical 

factory, which continued from 1932 to 1968. This highly toxic chemical bioaccumulated in 

shellfish and fish in Minamata Bay which, when eaten by the local population, resulted in 

mercury poisoning. While cat, dog, pig, and human deaths continued for 36 year. 

 

 Every year thousands of deaths are reported owing to this menace. They have destroyed the 

green peace of every nation. 
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Almost half of the people are suffering worldwide because of a disease caused by environmental 

hazards. 

Its worst hit is our immune system. A weaker immune system is main cause of the several fatal 

diseases. Our resistance level against these diseases becomes weaker and we fall prey to them. 

Real cause of many diseases 

If you suffer from skin allergy or eyes infection mostly you don’t know the real cause of your 

indisposition. You lack awareness on harms of pollution in environment. You just narrate the 

shallow reasons of your illness. 

Apparent reasons are actually secondary reasons. Primary reason in most of the cases is one form 

of the pollution or the other. 

Diseases caused by pollution 

The most fatal diseases which are mostly caused by pollution are: 

Lungs cancer 

Skin cancer 

Deafness 

Digestive disorder 

Bone disorder 

Coronary disease like angina, blood pressure and sugar 

Some moderate types of illnesses are also direct or indirect results of the damages to our natural 

environment including: 

Eyes infection 

General allergy 

Insomnia 

Hyper tension 

Memory losses 

Giddiness etc 

More harm  

There are several other effects of environmental hazards including: 

Damages to marine life owing to the ocean and sea pollution 

Soil fertility loss owing to the land degradation 

Excess of poisonous gases in air because of the industrial and vehicular emissions 

 

Environmental Disasters:  An environmental disaster or ecological disaster is a catastrophic 

event regarding the environment due to human activity.[1] This distinguishes it from the concept 

of a natural disaster. It is also distinct from intentional acts of war such as nuclear bombings. 

Environmental disasters can have an effect on agriculture, biodiversity, the economy and human 

health. The causes include pollution, depletion of natural resources, custom industrial activity or 

agriculture.[4] 

List of environmental disasters caused by humans 

  Bhopal disaster, 1984 - Release of methyl isocyanate gas and other chemicals Some estimate 

8,000 people died within two weeks. A government affidavit in 2006 stated the leak caused 

558,125 injuries including 38,478 temporary partial and approximately 3,900 severely and 

permanently disabling injuries.  
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  Chernobyl disaster, 1986 - The official Soviet count of 31 deaths has been disputed. An 

UNSCEAR report places the total confirmed deaths from radiation at 64 as of 2008. The 

eventual death toll could reach 4,000. Some 50 emergency workers died of acute radiation 

syndrome, nine children died of thyroid cancer and an estimated total of 3940 died from 

radiation-induced cancer and leukemia. 

 

 

As of 2013, the Fukushima nuclear disaster site remains highly radioactive, with some 160,000 

evacuees still living in temporary housing, and some land will be unfarmable for centuries. The 

difficult cleanup job will take 40 or more years, and cost tens of billions of dollars 

 

 

 

 

The term environmental hazard may be distinguished from environmental disaster as follows. 

Hazards are the processes which cause an accident or extreme event or danger where as disaster 

is a sudden adverse or unfortunate extreme event which causes great damage to human beings as 

well as plants and animals, i.e., disasters occur rapidly, instianeously and indiscriminately. Thus, 

environmental hazards are the processes where as environmental disasters are the results or 

responses of environmental hazards. 

Environmental Stressors 

Stressors that are found in our surroundings are called environmental stressors. Everyday life is 

full of environmental stressors that cause minor irritations. If you use an alarm clock to wake up, 

the loud noise from your alarm is an environmental stressor. Extreme temperatures are also 

environmental stressors and can lead to discomfort. Other common environmental stressors 

include 

Temperature: Prolonged exposure to excessive heat or cold  

Lighting: Lighting that is too bright or too dim  

Vibration: Excessive vibrations placed upon the body 

such as in jack-hammering  

Indoor Air Quality: In states where there are no stateside 

smoking bans, indoor smoking can be a hazard for some 

individuals. Also, germs from ill employees who come to 

work can permeate the environment.  

Noise: Excessively loud laughter, yelling, talking and other workplace sounds  

Crowding: Large numbers of individuals in one place at the same time  
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Landscape approach  

 

In short, the landscape approach as it relates to conservation, agriculture and other land uses 

seeks to address the increasingly complex and widespread environmental, social and political 

challenges that transcend traditional management boundaries. 

DEFINITION: 

Dealing with large-scale processes in an integrated and multidisciplinary manner, combining 

natural resources management with environmental and livelihood considerations. 

 

ECOSYSTEM APPROACH  

 

The ecosystem approach is a strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living 

resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in an equitable way. Application of 

the ecosystem approach will help to reach a balance of the three objectives of the Convention. 

The ecosystem approach is a conceptual framework for resolving ecosystem issues. The idea is 

to protect and manage the environment through the use of scientific reasoning.[1]Another point of 

the ecosystem approach is preserving the Earth and its inhabitants from potential harm or 

permanent damage to the planet itself. With the preservation and management of the planet 

through an ecosystem approach, the future monetary and planetary gain are the by-product of 

sustaining and/or increasing the capacity of that particular environment.[2] This is possible as the 

ecosystem approach incorporates humans, the economy, and ecology to the solution of any given 

problem.  

 

PERCEPTION APPROACH 

1. Perception is the process by which we take raw sensations from the environment and 

interpret them, using our knowledge and understanding of the world, so that they become 

meaningful experiences. (see introductory section) 

Example: After being in school for years, you will recognize the sign +. You know what 

it is and what it is used for. However, at your first birthday, you would have been unable 

to understand this sign. 

Human ecology & its application in geographical researches 

 

Human ecology 

 

Human ecology is an interdisciplinary and trans disciplinary study of the relationship 

between humans and their natural, social, and built environments. The philosophy and study of 

human ecology has a diffuse history with advancements 

in ecology, geography, sociology, psychology, anthropology, zoology, epidemiology, public 

health, and home economics, among others. 

THE END 
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UNIT_2 

 

Types of Environmental Hazards 

We face countless environmental hazards every day. To better understand them, we can think of them as falling 

into four categories: physical, chemical, biological, and cultural.  

Physical hazards are physical processes that occur naturally in the environment. These include natural disaster 

events such as earthquakes, tornadoes, volcanoes, blizzards, landslides, and droughts. Not all physical hazards 

are discrete events - some are ongoing, like ultraviolet radiation. UV radiation is considered a hazard because it 

damages DNA and can cause human health issues like skin cancer and cataracts.  

Chemical hazards can be both natural and human-made chemicals in the environment. Human-made chemical 

hazards include many of the synthetic chemicals we produce, like disinfectants, pesticides and plastics. Some 

chemical hazards occur naturally in the environment, like the heavy metals lead and mercury. Some organisms 

even produce natural chemicals that are an environmental hazard, such as the compounds in peanuts and dairy 

that cause allergic reactions in humans.  

Biological hazards come from ecological interactions between organisms. Viruses, bacterial infections, malaria, 

and tuberculosis are all examples of biological hazards. When these pathogens and diseases are transferred 

between organisms, it's called an infectious disease. We suffer from these diseases and pathogens because we're 

being parasitized by another organism, which, while hazardous, is also a natural process.  

Cultural hazards, also known as social hazards, result from your location, socioeconomic status, occupation, and 

behavioral choices. For example, smoking cigarettes is hazardous to your health, and this is a behavioral choice. 

If you live in a neighborhood with lots of crime, this is a hazard based on your location. Similarly, your diet, 

exercise habits, and primary mode of transportation all influence your health and the health of the environment 

around you.  

What is an Environmental Disaster? 

The biggest confusion when using the term “environmental disaster” is using it interchangeably with “natural 

disaster.” An environmental disaster can sometimes be the result of a natural disaster but it does not have to be, 

environmental disasters can also be the result of human caused incidents such as an oil spill or a nuclear 

disaster. The actual definition of an environmental disaster is an incident which occurs either as the result of a 

natural disaster or a human caused disaster which results in a negative or “disastrous” impact upon the natural 

environment. Some individuals use the term environmental disaster only to apply to incidents that are a result of 

human-caused action; however, it is important to note that this is actually only one category of environmental 

disaster. 

The Various Types of Environmental Disasters 

1. Agricultural Disasters 

Agricultural disasters are environmental disasters that occurred as a result of an impact upon the agricultural 

industry. An example of such a type of disaster is the “dust bowl” that occurred in the United States and Canada 

between 1934 and 1939. 

2. Biodiversity Disasters 

Biodiversity disasters are environmental disasters that resulted as an after effect of a specific species moving in 

to a new territory and destroying or severely damaging new species or having a destructive effect upon the 

natural environment. An example of such a type of disaster is the introduction of rabbits in to Australia or the 

presence of Dutch elm disease. 

3. Industrial Disasters 

Industrial disasters are disasters which occur as the result of large industries impacting the natural environment 

either in a small radius or on a global span. An example of such a type of industrial disaster is the leak of methyl 

isocyanate that occurred in the Bhopal disaster or the use of CFC’S depleting the ozone layer. 

4. Human Health Disasters 

Human health disasters result from the spread of disease or other cause of mass death among the human species 

causing mass destruction and devastation. An example of such a type of human health disasters is the 

introduction of the Bubonic Plague in to the population or the spread of smallpox among the new Americas. 
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Natural Disasters 

Natural disasters are disasters that occur as a natural process of weather patterns or other factors affecting Earth. 

These types of natural disasters can include: earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, tsunamis, mudslides, sinkholes 

and droughts. 

Nuclear Disasters 

Nuclear disasters result from nuclear activity such as a nuclear spill or damage to a nuclear power plant that 

result in a radiation leak. Many people lump nuclear disasters in with industrial disasters; however, due to the 

significance of the damage caused by nuclear disasters and the unique nature of the disasters themselves they 

should be separated in to their own category. An example of nuclear disaster is the recent Fukushima power 

plant damage that resulted from the 2011 tsunami. 

 

Natural hazard 

A natural hazard[1] is a natural phenomenon that might have a negative effect on humans or the environment. 

Natural hazard events can be classified into two broad categories[2]: geophysical and biological. Geophysical 

hazards[3][4] encompass geological and meteorological phenomena such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 

wildfires, cyclonic storms, floods, droughts, and landslides. Biological hazards can refer to a diverse array of 

disease, infection, and infestation. 

A natural disaster 

A natural disaster is a major adverse event resulting from natural processes of the Earth; examples include 

floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis, and other geologic processes. A 

natural disaster can cause loss of life or property damage,[1] and typically leaves some economic damage in its 

wake, the severity of which depends on the affected population's resilience, or ability to recover and also on the 

infrastructure available.[2] 

 

THIS TABLE (DIFFERENCES BETWEEB NATURAL HAZARDS AND DISASTERS) FROM NCERT 

BOOK 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_hazard#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geophysics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_hazard#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_hazard#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildfire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drought
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landslide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_hazard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infestation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disaster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_hazard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tornado
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcanic_eruption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsunami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_disaster#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resilience_(ecology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_disaster#cite_note-2
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Man induced hazard 

Man induced hazards are hazards caused by human action or inaction. They are contrasted with natural hazards. 

Anthropogenic hazards may adversely affect humans, other organisms and biomes and ecosystems. The 

frequency and severity of hazards are key elements in some risk analysis methodologies.[specify] Hazards may 

also be described in relation to the impact that they have. A hazard only exists if there is a pathway to exposure. 

As an example the center of the earth consists of molten material at very high temperatures which would be a 

severe hazard if contact was made with the core. However, there is no feasible way of making contact with the 

core, therefore the center of the earth currently poses no hazard. 

 

Man induced hazards includes: 

 

1) Societal hazards 

There are certain societal hazards that can occur by inadvertently overlooking a hazard, a failure to notice or by 

purposeful intent by human inaction or neglect, consequences as a result of little or no preemptive actions to 

prevent a hazard from occurring. Although not everything is within the scope of human control, there is anti-

social behaviour and crimes committed by individuals or groups that can be prevented by reasonable 

apprehension of injury or death. People commonly report dangerous circumstances, suspicious behaviour or 

criminal intentions to the police and for the authorities to investigate or intervene. 

a. Criminality 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hazard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_hazard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecosystem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citing_sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-social_behaviour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-social_behaviour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police
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Behavior which puts others at risk of injury or death is universally regarded as criminal and is a breach of the 

law for which the appropriate legal authority may impose some form of penalty, such as imprisonment, a fine, 

or even execution. Understanding what makes individuals act in a way that puts others at risk has been the 

subject of much research in many developed countries.[1] Mitigating the hazard of criminality is very dependent 

on time and place with some areas and times of day posing a greater risk than others. 

b.Civil disorder 

Civil disorder is a broad term that is typically used by law enforcement to describe forms of disturbance when 

many people are involved and are set upon a common aim. Civil disorder has many causes, including large-

scale criminal conspiracy, socio-economic factors (unemployment, poverty), hostility between racial and ethnic 

groups and outrage over perceived moral and legal transgressions. Examples of well-known civil disorders and 

riots are the Poll Tax Riots in the United Kingdom in 1990; the 1992 Los Angeles riots in which 53 people died; 

the 2008 Greek riots after a 15-year-old boy was fatally shot by police; and the 2010 Thai political protests in 

Bangkok during which 91 people died. Such behavior is only hazardous for those directly involved as 

participants or those controlling the disturbance or those indirectly involved as passers-by or shopkeepers for 

example. For the great majority, staying out of the way of the disturbance eliminates the hazard. 

c.Terrorism 

The common definition of terrorism is the use or threatened use of violence for the purpose of creating fear in 

order to achieve a political, religious, or ideological goal. Targets of terrorist acts can be anyone, including 

private citizens, government officials, military personnel, law enforcement officers, firefighters, or people 

serving in the interests of governments. 

Definitions of terrorism may also vary geographically. In Australia, the Security Legislation Amendment 

(Terrorism) Act 2002, defines terrorism as "an action to advance a political, religious or ideological cause and 

with the intention of coercing the government or intimidating the public", while the United States Department 

of State operationally describes it as "premeditated, politically-motivated violence perpetrated against non-

combatant targets by sub national groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to influence an audience".[2] 

d.War 

War is a conflict between relatively large groups of people, which involves physical force inflicted by the use of 

weapons. Warfare has destroyed entire cultures, countries, economies and inflicted great suffering on humanity. 

Other terms for war can include armed conflict, hostilities, and police action. Acts of war are normally excluded 

from insurance contracts and sometimes from disaster planning. 

e.Industrial hazards 

Industrial accidents resulting in releases of hazardous materials usually occur in a commercial context, such as 

mining accidents. They often have an environmental impact but also can be hazardous for people living in 

proximity. The Bhopal disaster saw the release of methyl isocyanate into the neighbouring environment 

seriously affecting large numbers of people. It is probably the world's worst industrial accident to date. 

f. Engineering hazards 

Engineering hazards occur when structures used by people fail or the materials used in their construction prove 

to be hazardous. This history of construction has many examples of hazards associated with structures including 

bridge failures such as the Tay Bridge disaster caused by under-design, the Silver Bridge collapse caused by 

corrosion attack or the original Tacoma Narrows Bridge caused by aerodynamic flutter of the deck. Failure of 

dams was not infrequent during the Victorian era, such as the Dale Dyke dam failure in Sheffield, England in 

1864, causing the Great Sheffield Flood, which killed at least 240 people. In 1889, the failure of the South Fork 

Dam on the Little Conemaugh River near Johnstown, Pennsylvania, produced the Johnstown Flood, which 

killed over 2,200. Other failures include balcony collapses, aerial walkway collapses such as the Hyatt Regency 

walkway collapse in Kansas City in 1981, and building collapses such as that of the World Trade Center in New 

York City in 2001 during the September 11 attacks. 

g.Waste disposal 

In managing waste many hazardous materials are put in the domestic and commercial waste stream. In part this 

is because modern technological living uses certain toxic or poisonous materials in the electronics and chemical 

industries. Which, when they are in use or transported, are usually safely contained or encapsulated and 
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packaged to avoid any exposure. In the waste stream, the waste products 

exterior or encapsulation breaks or degrades and there is a release and 

exposure to hazardous materials into the environment, for people working 

in the waste disposal industry, those living around sites used for waste 

disposal or landfill and the general environment surrounding such sites. 

H. Power outage 

A power outage is an interruption of normal sources of electrical power. 

Short-term power outages (up to a few hours) are common and have minor 

adverse effect, since most businesses and health facilities are prepared to 

deal with them. Extended power outages, however, can disrupt personal and business activities as well as 

medical and rescue services, leading to business losses and medical emergencies. Extended loss of power can 

lead to civil disorder, as in the New York City blackout of 1977. Only very rarely do power outages escalate to 

disaster proportions, however, they often accompany other types of disasters, such as hurricanes and floods, 

which hampers relief efforts. 

Electromagnetic pulses and voltage spikes from whatever cause can also damage electricity infrastructure and 

electrical devices. 

Recent notable power outages include the 2005 Java–Bali Blackout which affected 100 million people, 2012 

India blackouts which affected 600 million and the 2009 Brazil and Paraguay blackout which affected 60 

million people. 

i. Fire 

 

Bush fires, forest fires, and mine fires are generally started by lightning, but 

also by human negligence or arson. They can burn thousands of square 

kilometers. If a fire intensifies enough to produce its own winds and 

"weather", it will form into a firestorm. A good example of a mine fire is 

the one near Centralia, Pennsylvania. Started in 1962, it ruined the town 

and continues to burn today. Some of the biggest city-related fires are The 

Great Chicago Fire, The Peshtigo Fire (both of 1871) and the Great Fire of 

London in 1666. 

Casualties resulting from fires, regardless of their source or initial cause, 

can be aggravated by inadequate emergency preparedness. Such hazards as a lack of accessible emergency 

exits, poorly marked escape routes, or improperly maintained fire extinguishers or sprinkler systems may result 

in many more deaths and injuries than might occur with such protections. 

 

Arson is the setting a fire with intent to cause damage. The definition of arson was originally limited to setting 

fire to buildings, but was later expanded to include other objects, such as bridges, vehicles, and private property. 

Some human-induced fires are accidental: failing machinery such as a kitchen stove is a major cause of 

accidental fires.[3] 

2) Hazardous materials 

A, Organohalogens 

Organohalogens are a family of synthetic organic molecules which all contain atoms of one of the halogens. 

Such materials include PCBs, Dioxins, DDT, Freon and many others. Although considered harmless when first 

produced, many of these compounds are now known to have profound physiological effects on many organisms 

including man. Many are also fat soluble and become concentrated through the food chain. 

b. Toxic metals 

Many metals and their salts can exhibit toxicity to humans and many other organisms. Such metals include, 

Lead,[4] Cadmium, Copper, Silver, Mercury and many of the transuranic metals. 

c. Radioactive materials 
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Chernobyl nuclear power plant 

Radioactive materials produce ionizing radiation which may be very harmful to 

living organisms. Damage from even a short exposure to radioactivity may have 

long term adverse health consequences. 

Exposure may occur from nuclear fallout when nuclear weapons are detonated or 

nuclear containment systems are compromised. During World War II, the United 

States Army Air Forces dropped atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki, leading to extensive contamination of food, land, and water. In the 

Soviet Union, the Mayak industrial complex (otherwise known as Chelyabinsk-40 

or Chelyabinsk-65) exploded in 1957. The Kyshtym disaster was kept secret for 

several decades. It is the third most serious nuclear accident ever recorded. At least 

22 villages were exposed to radiation and resulted in at least 10,000 displaced persons. In 1992, the former 

Soviet Union officially acknowledged the accident. Other Soviet republics of 

Ukraine and Belarus suffered also when a reactor at the Chernobyl nuclear power 

plant had a meltdown in 1986. To this day, several small towns and the city of 

Chernobyl remain abandoned and uninhabitable due to fallout. 

The Hanford Site is a decommissioned nuclear production complex that produced 

plutonium for most of the 60,000 weapons in the U.S. nuclear arsenal. There are 

environmental concerns about radioactivity released from Hanford. 

A number of military accidents involving nuclear weapons have also resulted in 

radioactive contamination, for example the 1966 Palomares B-52 crash and 

the 1968 Thule Air Base B-52 crash. 

 

d.CBRNs 

 

Dermatitis (burn) of chin from vapors of mustard gas 

CBRN is a catch-all acronym for chemical, biological, radiological, and 

nuclear. The term is used to describe a non-conventional terror threat that, 

if used by a nation, would be considered use of a weapon of mass destruction. This term is used primarily in the 

United Kingdom. Planning for the possibility of a CBRN event may be appropriate for certain high-risk or high-

value facilities and governments. Examples include Saddam Hussein's Halabja poison gas attack, the Sarin gas 

attack on the Tokyo subway and the preceding test runs in Matsumoto, Japan 100 kilometers outside of 

Tokyo,[5] and Lord Amherst giving smallpox laden blankets to Native Americans.[6] 

3.Transportation 

A.viation 

 

The ditching of US Airways Flight 1549 was a well-publicised incident in which all on board survived 

An aviation incident is an occurrence other than an accident, associated with the operation of an aircraft, which 

affects or could affect the safety of operations, passengers, or pilots. The category of the vehicle can range from 

a helicopter, an airliner, or a space shuttle. 

b.Rail 

 

Granville-Paris Express wreck at Gare Montparnasse on 22 October 1895 

The special hazards of traveling by rail include the possibility of a train 

crash which can result in substantial loss of life. Incidents involving freight 

traffic generally pose a greater hazardous risk to the environment. Less 

common hazards include geophysical hazards such as tsunami such as that 

which struck in 2004 in Sri Lanka when 1,700 people died in the Sri Lanka 

tsunami-rail disaster. 
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c.Road 

Traffic collisions are the leading cause of death, and road-based pollution creates a substantial health hazard, 

especially in major conurbations. 

d.Space 

Main article: Space accidents and incidents 

 

Disintegration of the Space Shuttle Challenger 

Space travel presents significant hazards, mostly to the direct participants (astronauts or cosmonauts and ground 

support personnel), but also carry the potential of disaster to the public at large. Accidents related to space travel 

have killed 22 astronauts and cosmonauts, and a larger number of people on the ground. 

Accidents can occur on the ground during launch, preparation, or in flight, due to equipment malfunction or the 

naturally hostile environment of space itself. An additional risk is posed by 

(unmanned) low-orbiting satellites whose orbits eventually decay due to friction 

with the extremely thin atmosphere. If they are large enough, massive pieces 

traveling at great speed can fall to the Earth before burning up, with the 

potential to do damage. 

One of the worst human-piloted space accidents involved the Space Shuttle 

Challenger which disintegrated in 1986, claiming all seven lives on board. The 

shuttle disintegrated 73 seconds after taking off from the launch pad in Cape 

Canaveral, Florida. 

Another example is the Space Shuttle Columbia, which disintegrated during a landing attempt over Texas in 

2003, with a loss of all seven astronauts on board. The debris field extended from New Mexico to Mississippi. 

E. Sea travel 

 

The capsized cruise ship Costa Concordia with a large rock lodged in the crushed hull of the ship 

Ships can sink, capsize or crash in disasters. Perhaps the most infamous sinking was that of the Titanic which 

hit an iceberg and sank, resulting in one of the worst maritime disasters in history. Other notable incidents 

include the capsizing of the Costa Concordia, which killed at least 32 people; and is the largest passenger ship 

to sink, and the sinking of the MV Doña Paz, which claimed the lives of up to 4,375 people in the worst 

peacetime maritime disaster in history. 

4.Environmental hazards 

Environmental hazards are those hazards where the effects are seen in biomes or ecosystems rather than directly 

on living organisms. Well known examples include oil spills, water pollution, slash and burn de-forestation, air 

pollution. 

 

Man induced disasters 

 

1. The Bhopal Gas Leak 

 

The victims of the gas leak 

In 1984, a pesticide plant in Bhopal, India, resealed 30 metric tons of methyl isocyanite into the atmosphere. 

The Union Carbide India Limited chemical plant was in extremely poor condition and had broken dozens of 

safety regulations years before the accident. However, the errors 

accumulated in time and on the night of December the third, a safety 

release system activated and emptied a storage tank in the air, in order to 

prevent a huge chemical explosion. The release spread highly toxic 

chemicals over Bhopal and the neighbouring areas. Official death count by 

the Indian government is 3,787 bodies, however, unofficial records state 

8,000 deaths or more tied to the disaster. 
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2. The Gulf War Spill 

The contaminated waters in the gulf 

As a direct result of human idiocy, 720 thousand cubic metres were spilled into the Persian Gulf during the war. 

Apparently, Iraq found it a brilliant military strategy to drown the waters in petrol, just to make it hard for US 

forces to land. 

This brilliant defence manoeuvre changed the surrounding wildlife for good. The amounts was just too much to 

clean up and well, Iraq didn’t really try hard to fix what they broke. The oil is now settled in the very sediment 

layers of the water bed. All marine wildlife suffered a great deal of damage, as some local species even 

disappeared. The environment still recovers after 21 years and still has a long way to 

go. Mother nature is one tough cookie. 

3. Chernobyl 

 

Many of you, the readers, know of the Chernobyl melt-down. As we proved we have 

not learned with the Fukushima crisis, there is a desperate need to remind the world 

as often as possible what danger nuclear power hides if not monitored. 

Chernobyl used to be a nuclear power plant near Pripryat, Ukraine. In 1986, an 

explosion, caused by poor management, cracked open one of the plant’s nuclear reactors and leaked large 

quantities of radio active particles into the atmosphere. The winds spread the radioactive cloud all over USSR 

and Europe. It was classified as level 7 on the International Nuclear Event Scale. 

The only other accident to receive the maximum rank is the Fukushima event. Way to go, catching up Japan! 

Even though the reactor was sealed as quickly as humanly possible, the entire area around the plant, including 

the near by town Pripryat was highly contaminated. The residents were evacuated immediately, however, long 

therm effects of the exposure still appear to this day. In the accident itself died 31 people, but each year 

hundreds of birth malformation and radiation-related illnesses add to the death 

toll. 

The town is now nothing more that a dead, ghostly monument to remind us of our 

mistakes. 

4. The Minamata Disease 

 

Japan’s prime minister leaving flowers at the victims memorial 

The Minamata disease was discovered in the mid twentieth century in Minamata Bay, Japan, hence the name. 

It’s a neurological degradation, caused by organic mercury poisoning. Not a big discovery really, we’ve known 

of the toxic effects of mercury for a long time. However, the situation that demanded the extended research is 

far more interesting and horrific. The residents near Minamata Bay and especially the fishermen and their 

families exhibited a bizarre neurological impairment. 

At first it was suspected a contagion was loose in the area. Naturally, the diseased were isolated and their homes 

purified. This led to wide discrimination of those who showed signs of the illness. 

When medical specialists and universities showed interest in the events, it was 

discovered the sick had a mortality rate of 36.7 percent — a truly dreadful figure. 

This attracted international attention and large scale researches began. 

Ultimately, it was found the waters in Minamata Bay, it’s fish and everybody in 

contact had a period of 34 years of exposure to lead, mercury, manganese, arsenic, 

thallium and copper — all highly toxic heavy metals. Turns out, the near by chemical 

factory, owned by the Chisso corporation, was dumping it’s contaminated waste water directly into the bay. 

The corporation officially certified 2,265 victims most of which already dead in March, 2001. Another 10 

thousand have received financial recompense. However, the total death toll is probably much higher. Good 

thing they have certificates now to show for their suffering. 
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Natural hazards-planetary hazards: 

 

PLANETARY HAZARDS 1. Endogenous Hazards: Hazards which originate inside the surface of the earth are 

termed as endogenic hazards. E.g. Volcanoes, Earthquake 2. Exogenous Hazards: Hazards which originate 

above the surface of the earth (in the atmosphere) are called exogenic hazards. E.g. Drought, Rainfall, Snowfall, 

Winds, Hailstorm 3. Biological Hazards: Also known as biohazards or biotic hazards, refer to biological 

substances that pose a threat to the health of living organisms, primarily that of humans. E.g. Diseases 

 

 

 
 

 

Extra planetary hazards: Originating, or located outside of a planet. 

Example: Meteorite falls:  

In 1961, the International Astronomical Union defined a METEOROID as "a solid object moving in 

interplanetary space, of a size considerably smaller than an asteroid and considerably larger than an atom". 

A meteorite is a solid piece of debris from an object, such as a comet, or asteroid,  that originates in outer 

space and survives its passage through the atmosphere to reach the surface of a planet or moon. When the object 

enters the atmosphere, various factors like friction, pressure, and chemical interactions with the atmospheric 

gases cause it to heat up and radiate that energy. It then  forms a fireball, also known as a shooting 

star or falling star. 
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Figure:  The 60-tonne, 2.7-metre long Hoba meteorite in Namibia is the largest known intact meteorite. 

Meteorite falls, also called observed falls, are meteorites collected after their fall from space was observed by 

people or automated devices.  

Meteorites that are recovered after being observed as they transit the atmosphere or impact the Earth are 

called meteorite falls. 

 

 

 

 

The Mechanics of Impact Cratering 

When a large extraterrestrial object enters the Earth's atmosphere the initial impact with the 

atmosphere will compress the atmosphere, sending a shock wave through the air.  Frictional 

heating will cause the object to heat and glow.  Melting and even vaporization of the outer parts 

of the object will begin, but if the object is large enough, solid material will remain when it 

impacts the surface of the Earth.   
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Impacts of large meteorites have never 

been observed by humans.  Much of our 

knowledge about what happens next must 

come from scaled experiments.  As the 

solid object plows into the Earth, it will 

compress the rocks to form a depression 

and cause a jet of fragmented rock and 

dust to be expelled into the atmosphere. 

This material   is called ejecta.  The 

impact will send a shock wave into the 

rocks below, and the rocks will be crushed 

into small fragments to form a breccia.  

Some of the ejecta will be hot enough to 

vaporize, and the heat generated by the 

impact could be high enough to actually 

melt the rock at the site of the impact.   

The shock wave entering the Earth will 

first move in as a compressional wave (P-

wave), but after passage of the 

compressional wave an expansion wave 

(rarefaction wave) will move back toward 

the surface.  This will cause the floor of 

the crater to be uplifted and may also 

cause the rock around the rim of the crater 

to bent upward.  Faulting may also occur 

in the rocks around the crater, causing the 

crater to become enlarged, and have a 

concentric set of rings. 
 

  

  

The ejecta will eventually settle back to the Earth's surface forming an ejecta blanket that is 

thick near the crater rim and thins outward from the crater.   Rocks below the crater that were 

not melted by the impact will be intensely fractured.  All of this would happen in a matter of 1 

to 2 minutes. 

   

 

Meteorite Impacts and Mass Extinctions 

The impact of a space object with a size greater than about 1 km would be expected to be felt 

over the entire surface of the Earth.  Smaller objects would certainly destroy the ecosystem in 

the vicinity of the impact, similar to the effects of a volcanic eruption, but larger impacts could 

have a worldwide effect on life on the Earth. We will here first consider the possible effects of 

an impact, and then discuss how impacts may have resulted in mass extinction of species on the 

Earth in the past. 

Regional and Global Effects 

Again, we as humans have no firsthand knowledge of what the effects of an impact of a large 
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meteorite (> 1 km in size) or comet would be.  Still, calculations can be made and scaled 

experiments can be conducted to estimate the effects. The general consensus is summarized 

here. 

1. Massive earthquake - up to Richter Magnitude 13, and numerous large magnitude after 

shocks would result from the impact of a large object with the Earth. 

2. The large quantities of dust put into the atmosphere would block incoming solar 

radiation. The dust could take months to settle back to the surface.  Meanwhile, the 

Earth would be in a state of continual darkness, and temperatures would drop 

throughout the world, generating global winter like conditions. A similar effect has been 

postulated for the aftermath of a nuclear war (termed a nuclear winter).  Blockage of 

solar radiation would also diminish the ability of photosynthetic organisms, like plants, 

to photosynthesize. Since photosynthetic organisms are the base of the food chain, this 

would seriously disrupt all ecosystems.  

3. Widespread wildfires ignited by radiation from the fireball as the object passed through 

the atmosphere would be generated.  Smoke from these fires would further block solar 

radiation to enhance the cooling effect and further disrupt photosynthesis. 

4. If the impact occurred in the oceans, a large steam cloud would be produced by the 

sudden evaporation of the seawater.  This water vapor and CO2 would remain in the 

atmosphere long after the dust settles.  Both of these gases are greenhouse gases which 

scatter solar radiation and create a warming effect.  Thus, after the initial global cooling, 

the atmosphere would undergo global warming for many years after the impact. 

5. If the impact occurred in the oceans, giant tsunami would be generated.  For a 10 km-

diameter object the leading edge would hit the seafloor of the deep ocean basins before 

the top of the object had reached sea level.  The tsunami from such an impact is 

estimated to produce waves from 1 to 3 km high.  These could easily flood the interior 

of continents. 

6. Large amounts of nitrogen oxides would result from combining Nitrogen and Oxygen in 

the atmosphere due to the shock produced by the impact.  These nitrogen oxides would 

combine with water in the atmosphere to produce nitric acid which would fall back to 

the surface as acid rain, resulting in the acidification of surface waters. 

The Geologic Record of Mass Extinction 

It has long been known that extinction of large percentages families or species of organisms 

have occurred at specific times in the history of our planet.  Among the mechanisms that have 

been suggested to have caused these mass extinctions have been large volcanic eruptions, 

changes in climatic conditions, changes in sea level, and, more recently, meteorite impacts.  

While the meteorite impact theory of mass extinctions has become accepted by many scientists 

for particular extinction events, there is still considerable controversy among scientists. In this 

course we will accept the possibility that an impact with a large object could have caused at 

least some of the mass extinction events, as it would certainly seem possible given the effects 

that an impact could have, as discussed above.  Still, because of their are many other 

possibilities for the cause of mass extinctions, please read your book  for the arguments against 

the impact theory. 

The end 
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UNIT-3 

 

Why do volcanoes erupt? (NOTE: causes of volcanoes eruption) 

 

There is a lot more to volcanic eruptions than meets the eye – they are complex, diverse and 

caused by a multitude of events. 

Directly underneath the Earth’s crust there are layers of molten rock, which, because of the high 

temperatures at the core, are melted to form magma. 

Magma contains various gases – predominantly carbon dioxide, water vapour and sulphur 

dioxide. It is stored in magma chambers that are sealed beneath a lid of solid rock. 

Due to its liquefied state, the magma is less dense than the rock above it and begins to rise. 

Simultaneously water vapour escapes as bubbles, increasing the relative density of the carbon 

dioxide and sulphur dioxide. 

Over time these gases expand to 1000 times their original size, increasing the pressure on the 

chamber lid to such an extent that an eruption occurs. This is similar to when you shake a soft 

drink and it explodes when opening the lid – by shaking it you are separating carbon dioxide 

molecules, causing a build-up of gas and pressure. 

When magma is released – through the ruptures in Earth’s crust we call volcanoes – it is known 

as lava, which is hot as 1100 degrees Celsius. Typically, it will also form pyroclastic clouds: 

cascades of hot ash, gas and molten rock fragments, which are around 1000 degrees Celsius and 

travel around 700 kilometres per hour. 

What causes a volcanic eruption? 

The fundamental concept of an eruption is that an increase in pressure on the chamber lid causes 

the magma to be released from beneath it. However, there are variances in the cause of this 

magma movement and the type of eruption generated. 

Volcanoes are usually found near the boundaries of Earth’s tectonic plates. These can either 

spread apart and leave a gap in the surface, or they can push underneath one another – a process 

called subduction. 

When the plates separate, magma rises slowly in order to fill the gap through a gentle explosion 

of thin basaltic lava, which is at temperatures from 800 to 1200 degrees Celsius. 

However, when one plate pushes underneath the other, this forces molten rock, sediment and 

seawater down into the magma chamber. The rock and sediment are melted into fresh magma, 

and eventually overfill the chamber until it erupts, releasing sticky and thick andesitic lava, at 

temperatures from 800 to 1000 degrees Celsius. 

Plate tectonics is, however, not the only cause of eruptions. 

Decreasing temperatures can cause old magma to crystalise and sink to the bottom of the 

chamber, forcing fresh liquefied magma up and out – similar to what happens when a brick is 

dropped in a bucket of water. 

A decrease in external pressure on the magma chamber may also allow for an eruption by 

minimising its ability to hold back increasing pressures from the inside. This is often caused by 

natural events, such as typhoons, that decrease rock density, or by glacial melting on top of the 

chamber lid, which alters molten rock composition. Glacial melting is believed to have been one 

of the causes of the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull So-called ‘hot-spot’ volcanoes are ones that form away 

from tectonic plate boundaries. They are created as plates move and expose hot uprisings from 

Earth’s mantle, known as plumes. The volcanoes found in the Hawaiian islands are of this 

sort.eruption in Iceland. 
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Distribution of volcanoes : If we look at the map showing the distribution of volcanoes in the 

world, it will immediately be clear that volcanoes are not randomly distributed on the surface of 

the earth, rather they are found in certain well-defined belts. 

These belts coincide with major lines of weakness is the earth's crust and these happen to be the 

earthquake zones also. These weaker zones are also characterised by the young folded 

mountains. 

Besides, volcanoes are also associated with the plate boundaries. Volcanoes are also found in the 

meeting zones of the continents and oceans. 

However, there are many scattered volcanoes which have no relation to the belts of folding, and 

which show no linear arrangement. 

There are three volcanic belts, besides many volcanoes which are outside these belts. The three 

volcanic belts are as under: 

1. The Circum-Pacific belt 

2. The Mid-Continental belt 

3. The Mid-Atlantic belt. 

1. The Circum-Pacific belt: 

This is the most important belt of volcanoes. This is the so called Ring of Fire. The belt extends 

through the Andes of South America, Central America, Mexico, the Cascade Mountains of 

Western United States, the Aleutain Islands, Kamchatka, the Kuril Isles, Japan, the Philippines, 

Celebes, New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, New Caledonia and New Zealand. 

This belt has 80 active volcanoes. The Circum-Pacific belt meets the mid- continental belt in the 

East Indies. This belt is characterised by high volcanic cones and volcanic mountains. The 

volcanoes of the Aleutian Island, Hawaii Island and Japan are found in Chains. 

Cotapaxi is the highest volcanic mountain (6035m) in the world. Other important volcanoes 

found in this belt are Fuziyama, Shasta, Rainer and Hood. 

In Alaska there is a Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. It may be pointed out that in this belt 

volcanic eruptions occur because of the subduction of the Pacific plate below the Asiatic plate. 

In Equador, South America, there are about 22 volcanoes out of which 15 are more than 4450 

metres above the sea level. Besides, other high volcanic mountains are St. Helens (Washington, 

U.S.A.), Kilavea (Hawaii Island, U.S.A.), Mt. Taal, Pinatubo and Mayon (Philippines). It may be 

mentioned that the volcanoes of Hawaii Island are situated in the intra- plate region. 

2. The Mid-Continental belt: 
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This belt has various volcanoes of the Alpine mountain chain, Mediterranea Sea (Stromboli, 

Vesuvius, Etna etc.), Volcanoes of the Aegean Sea. Mt. Ararat, Elburz and Hindukush are also 

included in this belt. 

It is interesting to not that there are several volcanic free zones found along the Alps and the 

Himalayas. The Rift Valleys of Africa have volcanoes such as Kilimanjaro, Elgon, Birunga and 

Rungwe etc. 

In the region where the boundaries of Persia, Afghanistan, and Baluchistan meet, there are 

several volcanic cones of large size, and one or two of them emit steam and other gases. This 

region has also a few extinct volcanoes. 

3. The Mid- Atlantic belt: 

As the name indicates, this belt includes the volcanoes of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The volcanoes 

associated with the Atlantic Ocean are located either on swells or ridges rising from the sea floor, 

or on or near the edge of the continent where it slopes abruptly into the deep oceanic basins. 

However, in each case, the volcanoes are associated with zones of crystal movement. 

The volcanoes formed along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge actually represent the splitting zone of the 

American plate moving towards west and the Eurasian plate moving towards east. 

In the splitting zone stated above there is constant upwelling of magmas. Thus, it is a zone of 

crustal weakness. Volcanoes in this belt are generally of fissure-eruption type. Volcanoes of 

Lesser Antilles, Azores, St. Helens etc. are included in this belt. 

Volcanic Hazards 

                                  http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/ 

Many types of hazards are associated with volcanoes ( note: hazardous effects of valcanoes) 

1) Lava Flows 

Lava is molten rock that flows out of a volcano or volcanic vent. Depending on its composition 

and temperature, lava can be very fluid or very sticky (viscous). Fluid flows are hotter and move 

the fastest; they can form streams or rivers, or spread out across the landscape in lobes. Viscous 

flows are cooler and travel shorter distances, and can sometimes build up into lava domes or 

plugs; collapses of flow fronts or domes can form pyroclastic density currents (discussed later). 

Most lava flows can be easily avoided by a person on foot, since they don't move much faster 

than walking speed, but a lava flow usually cannot be stopped or diverted. Because lava flows 

are extremely hot - between 1,000-2,000°C (1,800 - 3,600° F) - they can cause severe burns and 

often burn down vegetation and structures. Lava flowing from a vent also creates enormous 

amounts of pressure, which can crush or bury whatever survives being burned. 

 
2) Pyroclastic Density Currents 

Pyroclastic density currents are an explosive eruptive phenomenon. They are mixtures of 

pulverized rock, ash, and hot gases, and can move at speeds of hundreds of miles per hour. These 

currents can be dilute, as in pyroclastic surges, or concentrated, as in pyroclastic flows. They are 

gravity-driven, which means that they flow down slopes. 

A pyroclastic surge is a dilute, turbulent density current that usually forms when magma interacts 

explosively with water. Surges can travel over obstacles like valley walls, and leave thin deposits 
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of ash and rock that drape over topography. A pyroclastic flow is a concentrated avalanche of 

material, often from a collapse of a lava dome or eruption column, which creates massive 

deposits that range in size from ash to boulders. Pyroclastic flows are more likely to follow 

valleys and other depressions, and their deposits infill this topography. Occasionally, however, 

the top part of a pyroclastic flow cloud (which is mostly ash) will detach from the flow and travel 

on its own as a surge. 

Pyroclastic density currents of any kind are deadly. They can travel short distances or hundreds 

of miles from their source, and move at speeds of up to 1,000 kph (650 mph). They are 

extremely hot - up to 400°C (750°F). The speed and force of a pyroclastic density current, 

combined with its heat, mean that these volcanic phenomena usually destroy anything in their 

path, either by burning or crushing or both. Anything caught in a pyroclastic density current 

would be severely burned and pummeled by debris (including remnants of whatever the flow 

traveled over). There is no way to escape a pyroclastic density current other than not being there 

when it happens! 

One unfortunate example of the destruction caused by pyroclastic density currents is the 

abandoned city of Plymouth on the Caribbean island of Montserrat. When the Soufrière Hills 

volcano began erupting violently in 1996, pyroclastic density currents from eruption clouds and 

lava dome collapses traveled down valleys in which many people had their homes, and inundated 

the city of Plymouth. That part of the island has since been declared a no-entry zone and 

evacuated, although it is still possible to see the remains of buildings which have been knocked 

over and buried, and objects that have been melted by the heat of the pyroclastic density currents. 

 

 Pyroclastic flow deposits covering the old city of Plymouth on the 

Caribbean island of Montserrat. Image © iStockphoto / S. Hannah. Enlarge Image 

 Pyroclastic flow at Mount St. Helens, Washington, August 7, 1980. Image 

by USGS. Enlarge Image 

3) Pyroclastic Falls 

Pyroclastic falls, also known as volcanic fallout, occur when tephra - fragmented rock ranging in 

size from mm to tens of cm (fractions of inches to feet) - is ejected from a volcanic vent during 

an eruption and falls to the ground some distance away from the vent. Falls are usually 

associated with Plinian eruptive columns, ash clouds or volcanic plumes. Tephra in pyroclastic 

fall deposits may have been transported only a short distance from the vent (a few meters to 

several km), or, if it is injected into the upper atmosphere, may circle the globe. Any kind of 

pyroclastic fall deposit will mantle or drape itself over the landscape, and will decrease in both 

size and thickness the farther away it is from its source. 

Tephra falls are usually not directly dangerous unless a person is close enough to an eruption to 

be struck by larger fragments. The effects of falls can be, however. Ash can smother vegetation, 

destroy moving parts in motors and engines (especially in aircraft), and scratch surfaces. Scoria 

and small bombs can break delicate objects, dent metals and become embedded in wood. Some 

http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/montserrat-volcano-lg.jpg
http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/pyroclastic-flow-lg.jpg
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pyroclastic falls contain toxic chemicals that can be absorbed into plants and local water 

supplies, which can be dangerous for both people and livestock. The main danger of pyroclastic 

falls is their weight: tephra of any size is made up of pulverized rock, and can be extremely 

heavy, especially if it gets wet. Most of the damage caused by falls occurs when wet ash and 

scoria on the roofs of buildings causes them to collapse. 

Pyroclastic material injected into the atmosphere may have global as well as local consequences. 

When the volume of an eruption cloud is large enough, and the cloud is spread far enough by 

wind, pyroclastic material may actually block sunlight and cause temporary cooling of the 

Earth's surface. Following the eruption of Mount Tambora in 1815, so much pyroclastic material 

reached and remained in the Earth's atmosphere that global temperatures dropped an average of 

about 0.5 °C (~1.0 °F). This caused worldwide incidences of extreme weather, and led 1816 to 

be known as 'The Year Without A Summer.' 

Mount Pinatubo, Philippines. View of World Airways DC-10 airplane 

setting on its tail because of weight of June 15, 1991 ash. Cubi Point Naval Air Station. USN 

photo by R. L. Rieger. June 17, 1991. Enlarge Image 

4) Lahars 

Lahars are a specific kind of mudflow made up of volcanic debris. They can form in a number of 

situations: when small slope collapses gather water on their way down a volcano, through rapid 

melting of snow and ice during an eruption, from heavy rainfall on loose volcanic debris, when a 

volcano erupts through a crater lake, or when a crater lake drains because of overflow or wall 

collapse. 

Lahars flow like liquids, but because they contain suspended material, they usually have a 

consistency similar to wet concrete. They flow downhill and will follow depressions and valleys, 

but they can spread out if they reach a flat area. Lahars can travel at speeds of over 80 kph (50 

mph) and reach distances dozens of miles from their source. If they were generated by a volcanic 

eruption, they may retain enough heat to still be 60-70°C (140-160°F) when they come to rest. 

Lahars are not as fast or hot as other volcanic hazards, but they are extremely destructive. They 

will either bulldoze or bury anything in their path, sometimes in deposits dozens of feet thick. 

Whatever cannot get out of a lahar's path will either be swept away or buried. Lahars can, 

however, be detected in advance by acoustic (sound) monitors, which gives people time to reach 

high ground; they can also sometimes be channeled away from buildings and people by concrete 

barriers, although it is impossible to stop them completely. 

Large boulder carried in lahar flow, Muddy River, east of Mount St. 

Helens, Washington. Geologists for scale. Photo by Lyn Topinka, USGS. September 16, 

1980. Enlarge Image 

 

5) Gases 

Volcanic gases are probably the least showy part of a volcanic eruption, but they can be one of 

an eruption's most deadly effects. Most of the gas released in an eruption is water vapor (H2O), 

and relatively harmless, but volcanoes also produce carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), 

http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/volcanic-ash-weight-lg.jpg
http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/lahar-flow-boulder-lg.jpg
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hydrogen sulfide (H2S), fluorine gas (F2), hydrogen fluoride (HF), and other gases. All of these 

gases can be hazardous - even deadly - in the right conditions. 

Carbon dioxide is not poisonous, but it displaces normal oxygen-bearing air, and is odorless and 

colorless. Because it is heavier than air, it collects in depressions and can suffocate people and 

animals who wander into pockets where it has displaced normal air. It can also become dissolved 

in water and collect in lake bottoms; in some situations, the water in those lakes can suddenly 

'erupt' huge bubbles of carbon dioxide, killing vegetation, livestock and people living nearby. 

This was the case in the overturn of Lake Nyos in Cameroon, Africa in 1986, where an eruption 

of CO2 from the lake suffocated more than 1,700 people and 3,500 livestock in nearby villages. 

Sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide are both sulfur-based gases, and unlike carbon dioxide, 

have a distinct acidic, rotten-egg smell. SO2 can combine with water vapor in the air to form 

sulfuric acid (H2SO4), a corrosive acid; H2S is also very acidic, and extremely poisonous even in 

small amounts. Both acids irritate soft tissues (eyes, nose, throat, lungs, etc.), and when the gases 

form acids in large enough quantities, they mix with water vapor to form vog, or volcanic fog, 

which can be dangerous to breathe and cause damage to the lungs and eyes. If sulfur-based 

aerosols reach the upper atmosphere, they can block sunlight and interfere with ozone, which 

have both short and long-term effects on climate. 

One of the nastiest, although less common gases released by volcanoes is fluorine gas (F2). This 

gas is yellowish brown, corrosive and extremely poisonous. Like CO2, it is denser than air and 

tends to collect in low areas. Its companion acid, hydrogen fluoride (HF), is highly corrosive and 

toxic, and causes terrible internal burns and attacks calcium in the skeletal system. Even after 

visible gas or acid has dissipated, fluorine can be absorbed into plants, and may be able to poison 

people and animals for long periods following an eruption. After the 1783 eruption of Laki in 

Iceland, fluorine poisoning and famine caused the deaths of more than half the country's 

livestock and almost a quarter of its population. 

Lake Nyos, Cameroon, Gas Release August 21, 1986. Dead cattle 

and surrounding compounds in Nyos village. September 3, 1986. Image by USGS. Enlarge 

Image 

Sulfur dioxide issuing from fumaroles of the Sulfur Banks at the 

summit of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. Photo © Jessica Ball. Enlarge Image 

 

Environmental Effects of Volcanic Eruption  

The sudden violence of volcanic eruptions causes catastrophe and devastation. Various notorious 

eruptions of volcanoes in the past, such as Mount Pelée, Tambora, Krakatau and Pinatubo have 

demonstrated the devastating impact of volcanic activity on nearby landscapes and communities. 

https://geology.com/minerals/sulfur.shtml
http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/lake-nyos-lg.jpg
http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/lake-nyos-lg.jpg
http://geology.com/volcanoes/volcanic-hazards/sulfur-banks-lg.jpg
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These are some of the environmental effects of volcanic eruptions. 1. Pyroclastic flows are 

mixtures of hot gas, ash and other volcanic rocks travelling very quickly down the slopes of 

volcanoes. Pyroclastic flows are so hot and choking that if one is caught in one the person will 

certainly be killed. Because these flows are very fast they cannot be out-runned. If a volcano that 

is known for producing pyroclastic flows is looking like it may erupt soon, the best thing is to 

evacuate all the people living near the volcano. 2. Volcanic ash is a volcanic rock which is 

exploded from a vent in fragments less than 2mm in size. Volcanic ash-particles are like small 

sharp glass-particles that damage anything they come across. During heavy ash-rains houses and 

buildings may collapse, people and animals may die by lack of oxygen. Ash clouds causes big 

problems for aviation. Airplanes can crash when ash clouds choke their engines. Ash cloud can 

also block sunlight and cause global cooling. 3. Volcanic Gases: Mount Pinatubo's (Philippines) 

devastating explosion on June 15, 1991 resulted in an incredible surge of sulfur dioxide gas into 

the stratosphere where it combined with water to form acid rain (sulfuric acid). The new aerosol 

deteriorated the Earth's ozone layer by altering the chlorine and nitrogen compounds. Carbon 

dioxide was also released that elevated global warming and also contributed to acid rain. 4. 

Lahars: However, of all the effects of volcanoes, mudflows or lahars are the deadliest. Debris 

flows of mud, rock, and water travel down the flank and into valleys and streams at velocities of 

20 mph to 40 mph. Some of the most extreme cases have lahars with a consistency of wet 

concrete flowing up to 50 miles. They destroy houses, trees, and huge boulders like a flood 5. 

Debris avalanches and landslides can produce numerous dangers. The mixture of debris from a 

landslide or avalanche with water may produce harmful lahars. They also can dam rivers or 

cause flooding. Perhaps one of the most important hazards that can be produced by volcanic 

eruption caused earthquakes, avalanches or landslides is a tsunami. Tsunamis are large sea waves 

that have long wave periods. When these waves reach coastal areas, they can go far inland which 

can cause a lot of damage. 6. Volcanic blast occurs when magma rises asymmetrically into the 

cone, making one sector of the volcano bulge outwards and become unstable. At Mount 

St.Helen’s eruption, the volcanic blast very hot (200C) blast devastated an area of 600sqkm! 

Trees and buildings were razed to the ground and scorched. 7. Lava flows burn or bury 

everything they come across. They can run over houses, roads, and any other structures. The 

speed, and the power of the lavaflow depends on the type of lava. Aa lavas for example can leave 

the vent with a speed of about 50km. The surface the lava flows on will be changed by very 

quickly emplacing a layer of very new and hot rock onto the pre-existing terrain. The pre-

existing terrain is destroyed by the lava flow. People rarely get killed directly by lava. However, 

lava flows may start fires which are a lot more dangerous for the environment around the 

volcano. 

EARTHQUAKES 

An earthquake (also known as a quake, tremor or temblor) is the shaking of the surface of the 

Earth, resulting from the sudden release of energy in the Earth's lithosphere that creates seismic 

waves. Earthquakes can range in size from those that are so weak that they cannot be felt to those 

violent enough to toss people around and destroy whole cities. The seismicity or seismic 

activity of an area refers to the frequency, type and size of earthquakes experienced over a 

period of time.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismic_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismic_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismicity
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                                           (OR) 

 

The chief cause of the earthquake shocks is the sudden slipping of rock formations along faults 

and fractures in the earth’s crust. 

 

Earthquake fault types: Different plate boundaries 

 At a tensional, constructive or divergent boundary the plates move apart. 

 At a compressional, destructive or convergent boundary the plates move towards each other. 

 At a conservative or transform boundary the plates slide past each other 

  

 

Effects of earthquakes 

1) Shaking and ground rupture 

 
                                                                                                         Damaged buildings in Port-au-

Prince, Haiti, January 2010. 

1) Shaking and ground rupture are the main effects created by earthquakes, principally resulting 

in more or less severe damage to buildings and other rigid structures.  

2) Landslides and avalanches 

Earthquakes, along with severe storms, volcanic activity, coastal wave attack, and wildfires, can 

produce slope instability leading to landslides, a major geological hazard. 

3) Fires 

4) Soil liquefaction 

Soil liquefaction occurs when, because of the shaking, water-saturated granular material (such as 

sand) temporarily loses its strength and transforms from a solid to a liquid.  

5) Tsunami 

6) Floods: Earthquakes may cause landslips to dam rivers, which collapse and cause 

floods.[ 

7) Human impacts 

 

An earthquake may cause injury and loss of life, road and bridge damage, general property 

damage, and collapse or destabilization (potentially leading to future collapse) of buildings.  

 

World Distribution of Earthquakes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port-au-Prince
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port-au-Prince
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Granular
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquake#cite_note-58
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Property_damage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Property_damage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Haiti_earthquake_damage.jpg
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The global distribution of earthquakes is similar to that of volcanoes. By and large, the 

distribution of earthquakes divides the earth's surface into a number of areas that are aligned very 

well with plate boundaries. These follow two main sets of lines, the first being shallow 

earthquakes, that follow the line of sub-oceanic ridges. The second set, mostly deep earthquakes, 

follow the lines of subduction along deep-sea trenches.  Earthquakes are known to induce an 

eruption (as in the case of mount St Helens in 1980). Volcanic eruptions, being 1000 times 

stronger than a nuclear explosion, also cause earthquakes to occur. Thus, it is not surprising that 

the Circum-Pacific region (the area where the Pacific Ring of Fire is found) has the highest (70% 

of the worlds earthquakes) incidences of earthquakes. 

The belt stretching from the Mediterranean Sea to the Himalayan Mountains, have about 20% of 

the earth's earthquakes. The rest of the earthquakes occur in diverging plate boundaries such as 

the Mid-Atlantic ridge as well as transform plate boundaries (San Andreas Fault). 

Earthquakes occur when the energy that is built up in an area in the earth's crust or upper mantle 

is suddenly released. 

When plates converge, the downward movement off the subducting plate is not smooth. Where 

the plates diverge, and where the plates slip past each other, the movement is also not smooth. 

The plates get stuck easily by tremendous friction and large amounts of energy build up. Due to 

this, the rocks are under enormous pressure and stress as the plates stretch or compress them. The 

stress on the rocks becomes unbearable and it finally causes the rocks to bolt and jerk free into 

new positions along the fault line. The movement results in a release of stored energy in the form 

of seismic waves that make the ground vibrate. 

 

(OR) 

 

World Distribution of Earthquakes and Volcanoes 

1. How Are Earthquakes and Volcanoes Distributed? 

Volcanoes 

Distributed all over the world in different countries and continents but are not found it every country. 

Found mostly on the coastline 

Especially on tectonic plate boundaries 

Volcano prone areas: 

'The Ring of Fire' 

Around the Pacific plate. 

Across the NOrth and South Atlantic ocean 

There are still anomalies - Hot spots 

Earthquakes 

Millions of tiny earthquakes happen everyday, but we only manage to notice the bigger, major ones. 

Found on mainland and coastlines 

Especially tectonic plate boundaries 

Earthquake prone areas: 

Around Pacific Ocean 

Along the Indo-Australian pate boundary 

Eastern side of Eurasian plate 

Western side of North American plate 

Volcanoes and earthquakes are both found on plate boundaries.  However, there is a difference between the 

two since volcanoes are never found on conservative and divergent boundaries because there is no change in 

crust to allow more magma (molten rock) to be made. 
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MITIGATION OF EARTHQUAKES 

 

      
• How to Survive During the Earthquake:

 If you are indoors, stay there. Quickly move to a safe
location in the room such as under a strong desk, a strong
table, or along an interior wall. The goal is to protect
yourself from falling objects and be located near the
structural strong points of the room.

Avoid taking cover near windows, large mirrors, hanging
objects, heavy furniture, heavy appliances or fireplaces.

 If you are cooking, turn off the stove and take cover.
 If you are outdoors, move to an open area where falling

objects are unlikely to strike you. Move away from
buildings, power lines and trees.

 If you are driving, slow down smoothly and stop on the side
of the road. Avoid stopping on or under bridges and
overpasses, or under power lines, trees and large signs. Stay
in your car.

  

• After the Earthquake:
• The police control room, the fire control office, the nearby Red 

cross office of the Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the 
area should be informed immediately.

• Check for injuries, attend to injuries if needed, help ensure the 
safety of people around you.

• Check for damage. If your building is badly damaged you should 
leave it until it has been inspected by a safety professional.

• If you smell or hear a gas leak, get everyone outside and open 
windows and doors. If you can do it safely, turn off the gas at the 
meter. 

• Do not use any electrical appliances because a tiny spark could 
ignite the gas.

• If the power is out, unplug major appliances to prevent possible 
damage when the power is turned back on

 

The end 
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Unit_4 

 

(http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/wildfires/what-can-start-a-wildfire.html) 

https://www.slideshare.net/BhimUpadhyaya/erosion-controlhandbookforlocalroads-by-us-dept-

of-highway 

 

What Are Cyclones? 

Cyclone refers to any spinning storm that rotates around a low-pressure center. The low-pressure 

center is also referred to as the 'eye' of the storm, which is well known for being eerily calm 

compared with the areas under the spinning 'arms' of the storm. You could say that the eye is 

watching what's going on down below, so it needs a clear path, but the arms are where all the 

action happens because this is where the storm is throwing out all of its rain and wind. 

Types of Cyclones 

The term 'cyclone' actually refers to several different types of storms. They occur in different 

places, and some occur over land while others occur over water. What they all have in common 

is that they are spinning storms rotating around that low-pressure center. 

Tropical cyclones are what most people are familiar with because these are cyclones that occur 

over tropical ocean regions. Hurricanes and typhoons are actually types of tropical cyclones, but 

they have different names so that it's clear where that storm is occurring. Hurricanes are found in 

the Atlantic and Northeast Pacific, typhoons are found in the Northwest Pacific. If you hear 

'tropical cyclone,' you should assume that it's occurring in the South Pacific or Indian Ocean, but 

for this lesson, we'll use it refer to all types of tropical ocean cyclones. 

We can also further describe tropical cyclones based on their wind speeds. They are called 

category 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, increasing with intensity and wind speed as the number increases. A 

category 1 cyclone is the weakest, with wind speeds of 74-95 mph. A category 5 cyclone, on the 

other hand, is extremely dangerous and has the potential for major damage. Category 5 cyclones 

have wind speeds of 155 mph and above! 

Polar cyclones are cyclones that occur in polar regions like Greenland, Siberia and Antarctica. 

Unlike tropical cyclones, polar cyclones are usually stronger in winter months. As you can see, 

these storms really do prefer the colder weather! They also occur in areas that aren't very 

populated, so any damage they do is usually pretty minimal. 

A mesocyclone is when part of a thunderstorm cloud starts to spin, which may eventually lead to 

a tornado. 'Meso' means 'middle', so you can think of this as the mid-point between one type of 

storm and the other. Tornadoes all come from thunderstorm clouds, but not all thunderstorm 

clouds make tornadoes. In order for a tornado to occur, part of that cloud has to spin, and though 

you can't really see this happening, this is the intermediate, or 'meso' step from regular cloud to 

dangerous spinning cloud running along the ground. 

Formation of a Cyclone: 

Even though they form over different areas, cyclones tend to come about in the same way and 

revolve around that low-pressure eye. Warm air likes to rise, and as it rises, it cools. Cool air 

can't hold as much moisture as warm air, so that water gets squeezed out of the condensing air 

and a cloud begins to form. If the warm air rises very quickly, this creates an updraft. 

Likewise, if the water in the cloud builds up enough, it may fall back to the ground as rain and 

draw cool air down with it as a downdraft. When they work together, that warm updraft and cool 

http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/wildfires/what-can-start-a-wildfire.html
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downdraft create a storm cell. As this process continues, the cloud grows and we eventually get a 

large thunderstorm cloud. 

This thunderstorm cloud is now ready to diversify into other storms like tropical cyclones and 

tornadoes. But this can't happen unless the air in the cloud starts spinning horizontally. If this 

occurs over the tropical ocean, this is called a tropical depression. This is like a baby tropical 

cyclone, with wind speeds less than 39 mph. 

If it starts spinning even faster and has wind speeds between 40-73 mph, we have a tropical 

storm. If the storm grows even larger over the tropical ocean and has wind speeds above 74 mph, 

we have our full-grown hurricane, typhoon or cyclone, depending on where that storm is found. 

If the spinning occurs over land, we now have our meso cyclone. If the mesocyclone gets 

spinning fast enough that the cloud starts reaching toward the ground like a long arm, this is the 

beginning of a tornado. If the CLOUDS arm reaches all the way to the ground and grabs hold, 

this is now officially a tornado, ready to suck up everything in its path like a giant vacuum 

cleaner hose. 

Severe local storms have been defined (Winston, 1956) as thunderstorms accompanied by very 

strong surface winds or large hailstones. The word ‘local’ is used to distinguish these storms 

from cyclones. 

Destruction by tropical cyclones:  

There are three elements associated with a cyclone, which cause destruction. They are explained 

in the following paragraphs: 

1. Cyclones are associated with high-pressure gradients and consequent strong 

winds. These, in turn, generate  storm surges. A storm surge is an abnormal rise 

of sea level near the coast caused by a severe tropical cyclone; as a result, sea 

water inundates low lying areas of coastal regions drowning human beings and 

live- stock, eroding beaches and embankments, destroying vegetation and 

reducing soil fertility. 

2. Very strong winds may damage installations, dwellings, communication systems, 

trees., etc. resulting in loss of life and property. 

3. Heavy and prolonged rains due to cyclones may cause river floods and 

submergence of low lying areas by rain causing loss of life and property. Floods 

and coastal inundation due to storm surges pollute drinking water sources causing 

outbreak of epidemics. 

It may be mentioned that all the three factors mentioned above occur simultaneously and, 

therefore, relief operations for distress mitigation become difficult. So it is imperative that 

advance action is taken for relief measures before the commencement of adverse weather 

conditions due to cyclones. 
 

How do tropical cyclones form? 

In the tropics there is a broad zone of low pressure which stretches either side of the equator. The 

winds on the north side of this zone blow from the north-east (the north-east trades) and on the 

southern side blow from the south-east (south-east trades). 

Within this area of low pressure the air is heated over the warm tropical ocean. This air rises in 

discrete parcels, causing thundery showers to form. These showers usually come and go, but 

from time to time, they group together into large clusters of thunderstorms. This creates a flow of 

very warm, moist, rapidly rising air, leading to the development of a centre of low pressure, or 

depression, at the surface. 
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There are various trigger mechanisms required to transform these cloud clusters into a tropical 

cyclone. These trigger mechanisms depend on several conditions being 'right' at the same time. 

The most influential factors are: 

a source of warm, moist air derived from tropical oceans with sea surface temperatures normally 

in the region of, or in excess, of 27 °C; 

winds near the ocean surface blowing from different directions converging and causing air to rise 

and storm clouds to form; 

winds which do not vary greatly with height - known as low wind shear. This allows the storm 

clouds to rise vertically to high levels; 

sufficient distance from the equator to provide spin or twist. 

The Coriolis force caused by the rotation of the Earth helps the spin of this column of rising air. 

The development of the surface depression causes an increase in the strength of the trade winds. 

The spiralling winds accelerate inwards and upwards, releasing heat and moisture as they do so. 

As the depression strengthens it becomes a tropical storm and then a hurricane or typhoon. A 

mature hurricane or typhoon takes the form of a cylinder of deep thundercloud around a centre 

that is relatively free from clouds. There is a relatively small area of intense horizontal winds at 

the surface, often well over 100 m.p.h., while air rises strongly above, maintaining the deep 

cumulonimbus clouds. 

Further aloft at about six miles, the cloud tops are carried outwards to give thick layer clouds due 

to the outward-spiralling winds leaving the tropical cyclone core. At the centre of the tropical 

cyclone, air is subsiding, which makes it dry and often cloud free, and there is little or no wind at 

the surface. This is called the eye of the storm. 

 
How does the tropical cyclone obtain its energy? 

Great amounts of energy are transferred when warm water is evaporated from tropical seas. This 

energy is stored within the water vapour contained in moist air. As this air ascends, 90% of the 

stored energy is released by condensation, giving rise to the towering cumulus clouds and rain. 

The release of heat energy warms the air locally, causing a further decrease in pressure aloft. 

Consequently, air rises faster to fill this area of low pressure, and more warm, moist air is drawn 

off the sea, feeding further energy to the system. Thus, a self-sustaining heat engine is created. 

As little as 3% of the heat energy may be converted into mechanical energy of the circulating 

winds. This relatively small amount of mechanical energy equates to a power supply of 

1.5x1012Watts - equivalent to about half the world-wide electrical generating capacity! 

 

DROUGHTS 

 

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/binaries/content/gallery/mohippo/images/migrated-image/2/structure_image.jpg
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What is a drought? 

The word ‘Drought’ is always a difficult one to define, because it is often used in more than one 

context. In simple terms, it is the absence of water for a long period of time, at a place where it is 

considered ‘not normal’ compared to its usual conditions.  

 
The distribution of all the water on the earth’s surface is not even. Some places have lots of fresh 

water (rivers, lakes, lagoons, ponds etc.) and are continuously replenished by rainfall, runoffs 

and water from underground. Others places too are known to have very little water. 

 

Therefore, if a region that has lots of rainfall, goes for a couple of weeks without rains, and 

people, animals and plants begin to experience a bit of dryness, it can be called a drought. At the 

same time, that condition may be very normal for places with no water, and can go for months 

without any rains with little problems.  

 

Types of drought? 

 

There are some indicators that experts use to determine if a condition can be called a drought. 

These indicators help local authorities, states or governments use to plan and release appropriate 

relief resources to affected areas. Besides those, here are some common scenarios of droughts: 

 

Meteorological drought:  

This kind is usually determined by the general lack of moisture in the weather such as lack of 

precipitation, and the play of other weather conditions such as dry winds, high temperatures and 

so on. It is expressed in relation to the average conditions of the region over a long period of 

time. It is usually an indicator of potential water crisis if the condition is prolonged. 

Meteorological drought can begin and end immediately. 

 

Agricultural drought:  

This is when atmospheric moisture is reduced to the extent that soil moisture is affected. Here, 

crops and animals are affected and evapotranspiration is also affected. It is often the signs one 
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sees when a meteorological drought is at play, but not before a hydrological drought. 

 

Hydrological drought:  

This is when there is a deficiency of surface water and ground water supply in a region, often as 

a result of less precipitation, excessive reliance on surface water for farming, energy and other 

needs. Hydrological drought does not usually occur at the same time as meteorological drought. 

In a way, this decline in the quantity and quality of surface and sub-surface water is the effect of 

meteorological drought. 

  

Socioeconomic drought:  

This condition is when some supply of some goods and services such as energy, food and 

drinking water are reduced or threatened by changes in meteorological and hydrological 

conditions. Sometimes it is even made worse by growing populations and excessive demands of 

such goods, to the point that it creates stress on the little water available. It takes a very long time 

for this kind of drought to get into full gear, and a long time to recover from it. 

 

What causes drought? 

 

Lack of rainfall (or precipitation) 

Droughts can occur when there is the lack of ‘expected’ precipitation (rain and snow). Note that 

we say ‘expected’ because the lack of rain alone does not mean a drought. Some regions can go 

for months without any rain, and that would be ‘normal’ for them. Farmers plant in anticipation 

of rains and so when the rains do not come, and irrigation infrastructure is absent, agricultural 

drought occur. 

 

Surface water flow  

Some regions are also well distributed with surface water (streams and rivers) that have their 

sources from far away mountains and watersheds. These surface waters may dry out if the flow 

from their sources upstream is affected. Hydro-electric dams and irrigation systems are some of 

the economic activities that can reduce the amount of water flowing to other areas downstream. 

 

Human factors  

Forests (trees) play a key role in the water cycle, as they help reduce evaporation, store water and 

also contribute to atmospheric moisture in the form of transpiration. This means, cutting down 

trees (deforestation) in the name of economics, will expose surface water to more evaporation. It 

will also reduce the ability of the ground to hold water and make it easier for desertification to 

occur. It can set off drying conditions, especially for smaller water bodies. Cutting down trees is 

known to reduce a forest’s watershed potential. 

 

Global Warming  

Even though some people do not accept that the average temperature of the earth has risen, it is 

on record that human actions have contributed to more greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere. As 

a result, there are warmer temperatures, often resulting in more dryness and bush fires. These 

conditions also tend to speed up drought conditions. 

 

Effects of droughts 

 

Water is involved in every part of human life and also for plants and animals.  

 

http://www.eschooltoday.com/water-cycle/the-water-cycle.html
http://eschooltoday.com/forests/problems-of-deforestation.html
http://www.eschooltoday.com/climate-change/how-the-greenhouse-effect-happens.html
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There are so many ways that water affects us both directly and indirectly. Let us consider this 

scenario:  

 

Assuming that the rains do not come in a particular year. What happens? Crops yield will be very 

low and farms will have to close production. Local farm produce sellers will have nothing to sell. 

That will be a DIRECT impact on farmers and sellers.  

 

But that is not all.  

 

Because farmers closed production, they will not buy farming materials such as seeds, fertilizers, 

tractors, and so on. That means many more businesses that produce these materials and 

equipment will also be affected. They will also lose sales and have to lay people off. When 

people are laid off, they cannot buy things and cannot take care of their families. That is an 

indirect effect, and it can be even more devastating, complex and long term. 

 

That is just one way of looking at it. Here are some more:  

 

Imagine that you turn the tap on and no water flows, and the water authority officials tell you 

that water will not flow for weeks or months because there is a drought.  

 

Imagine that the lights are off because the Hydro-electric dam that produces power is closed 

because of low water levels. 

 

Imagine that people cannot go to school and work because there is the outbreak of diseases as a 

result of lack of water for sanitation purposes. 

 

What if there are many wild fires because of extreme dryness caused by lack of rains and high 

temperatures. 

 

So you see, there is a myriad of problems that droughts can bring. All the problems can be 

grouped into three main impact areas.  

 

 
So, let us see the three major areas in which droughts impact us. 

Click on each impact to read more:  

 

 

Environmental impact of droughts 

 

Plants, animals, climate, soils, rocks and many others are all affected by drought conditions. 

Some biotic and abiotic factors recover when the droughts are over. Others never recover again. 

Here are a few examples: 

 

http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/droughts/factors-that-cause-droughts.html
http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/droughts/factors-that-cause-droughts.html
http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/droughts/economic-impact-of-droughts.html
http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/droughts/environmental-impact-of-droughts.html
http://eschooltoday.com/natural-disasters/droughts/social-impact-of-droughts.html
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Soil moisture is key for the breakdown of organic matter. Droughts lower the quality of soils, 

because there is less organic activity, more wind erosion, and soil insects or organisms perish. 

 

Water bodies (lakes, creeks, ponds, lagoon and lakes) dry out, and water animals die. This is 

called habitat destruction. When aquatic animals (and other wild life) die, entire food chains and 

ecosystems are also affected. 

 

Desertification is when fertile lands (vegetation lands) become bare and infertile, often as a 

result of overgrazing, deforestation and other economic activity. Droughts make this process 

even worse and eliminate any chances of the land recovering. 

 

The health and quality of Freshwater Biomes such as lakes and ponds, rivers and streams, 

wetlands are affected and living organism in there are also endangered. 

 

Animals (wildlife) migrate long distances in search of water. They end up in new habitats, 

making them vulnerable and endangered, whiles others face new threats. 

 

The Dust Bowl  

Have you heard of the Dust Bowl? Between 1933-1940, severe droughts in the great plains of the 

USA resulted in massive dust storms that left thick dust in the clouds for days. This dust cloud 

was nicknamed ‘black blizzards’. The extremely dry conditions exposed the top layers of the 

land to wind action. The real cause of the dust bowl is known to be the severe drought and the 

failure to apply crop farming methods that were resistant to wind erosion. 

 

FLOODS 

FFFFFLOOFD 

What is a flood? 

 

It is a natural event or occurrence where a piece of land (or area) that is usually dry land, 

suddenly gets submerged under water. Some floods can occur suddenly and recede quickly. 

Others take days or even months to build and discharge. 

When floods happen in an area that people live, the water carries along objects like houses, 

bridges, cars, furniture and even people. It can wipe away farms, trees and many more heavy 

items.  

 
 

Floods occur at irregular intervals and vary in size, duration and the affected area. 

 

It is important to note that water naturally flows from high areas to low lying areas. This means 

low-lying areas may flood quickly before it begins to get to higher ground.  

 

http://enviropol.com/index.php/major-world-biomes/the-aquatic-biome/freshwater-biome
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In this lesson, we shall see more about what causes flooding, the types of flooding, some effects 

of floods and what we can do before, during and after floods occur. 

  What causes flooding? 

 

Here are a few events that can cause flooding: 

 

 

 

Rains 

Each time there are more rains than the drainage system 

can take, there can be floods. Sometimes, there is heavy 

rain for a very short period that result in floods. In other 

times, there may be light rain for many days and weeks 

and can also result in floods. 

 

River overflow 

Rivers can overflow their banks to cause flooding. This 

happens when there is more water upstream than usual, and as it flows downstream to the 

adjacent low-lying areas (also called a floodplain), there is a burst and water gets into the land. 

 

Strong winds in coastal areas 

Sea water can be carried by massive winds and hurricanes onto dry coastal lands and cause 

flooding. Sometimes this is made worse if the winds carry rains themselves. Sometimes water 

from the sea resulting from a tsunami can flow inland to cause damage. 

 

Dam breaking (raptured dam or levee) (Embankments, known as levees, are built along the 

side of a river and are used to prevent high water from flooding bordering land) 

Dams are man-made blocks mounted to hold water flowing down from a highland. The power in 

the water is used to turn propellers to generate electricity. Sometimes, too much water held up in 

the dam can cause it to break and overflow the area. Excess water can also be intentionally 

released from the dam to prevent it from breaking and that can also cause floods.  

February 26, 1972 - Buffalo Creek Valley, West Virginia   

The failure of a coal-waste impoundment at the valley’s head took 125 lives, and caused more 

than $400 million in damages, including destruction of over 500 

homes.  http://www.damsafety.org/news/?p=412f29c8-3fd8-4529-b5c9-8d47364c1f3e 

Ice and snow-melts 

In many cold regions, heavy snow over the winter usually stays un-melted for sometime. There 

are also mountains that have ice on top of them. Sometimes the ice suddenly melts when the 

temperature rises, resulting in massive movement of water into places that are usually dry. This 

is usually called a snowmelt flood 
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Types of floods 

 

Some would like to see the causes of floods as types of floods, but on this 

page we shall look at three major flood types: Flash floods, Rapid on-set 

floods and Slow on-set floods.  

 

Flash floods 

This kind occurs within a very short time (2-6 hours, and sometimes 

within minutes) and is usually as a result of heavy rain, dam break or 

snow melt. Sometimes, intense rainfall from slow moving thunderstorms 

can cause it.  Flash floods are the most destructive and can be fatal, as 

people are usually taken by surprise. There is usually no warning, no 

preparation and the impact can be very swift and devastating. 

 
 

 

Rapid on-set floods 

Similar to flash floods, this type takes slightly longer to develop and the 

flood can last for a day or two only. It is also very destructive, but does 

not usually surprise people like Flash floods. With rapid on-set floods, 

people can quickly put a few things right and escape before it gets very 

bad. 

Slow on-set floods 

This kind is usually as a result of water bodies over flooding their banks. 

They tend to develop slowly and can last for days and weeks. They 

usually spread over many kilometers and occur more in flood plains 

(fields prone to floods in low-lying areas). The effect of this kind of 

floods on people is more likely to be due to disease, malnutrition or 

snakebites. 

 ON Which areas are more likely to flood? 

 

From the causes of floods and the types that we just read about, you can tell that floods are more 

likely to occur in some areas than others. 
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Generally, the natural behavior of water (and flowing water) is that it moves from higher ground 

to lower ground. This means if there is a higher ground adjacent a lower ground, the lower 

ground is a lot more likely to experience floods. 

Additionally, anywhere that rains fall, floods can develop. This is so because anytime there are 

more rains bringing more water than it can be drained or absorbed by the soil, there is a flood 

potential. 

In many cities, there are buildings springing up in many places where they have not been 

authorized. Some of these building are placed in waterways.  Other places also have very bad 

and chocked drainage systems. The danger is that, with the rains, water will find its own level if 

it cannot find its way. The result is flooding and your home could be under water. 

 

Any plain low-lying area adjacent a river, lagoon or lake is also more likely to have floods 

anytime the water level rises. This includes coastal areas and shorelines, as seawater can easily 

be swept inland by strong winds, tides and tsunamis. CAUSED BY CYC 

Effects of flooding 

 

Floods can have devastating consequences and can have effects on the economy, environment 

and people. 

Economic 

During floods (especially flash floods), roads, bridges, farms, houses and automobiles are 

destroyed. People become homeless. Additionally, the government deploys firemen, police and 

other emergency apparatuses to help the affected. All these come at a heavy cost to people and 

the government. It usually takes years for affected communities to be re-built and business to 

come back to normalcy.  

Did you know that the cost of all floodings in the USA in 2011 was $8,640,031,956 (approx 8.5B 

USD) — http://www.nws.noaa.gov/hic/ 

 

Environment 

The environment also suffers when floods happen. Chemicals and other hazardous substances 

end up in the water and eventually contaminate the water bodies that floods end up in. In 2011, a 

huge tsunami hit Japan, and sea water flooded a part of the coastline. The flooding caused 

massive leakage in nuclear plants and has since caused high radiation in that area. Authorities in 

Japan fear that Fukushima radiation levels are 18 times higher than even thought. 

Additionally, flooding causes kills animals, and others insects are introduced to affected areas, 

distorting the natural balance of the ecosystem. 

 

People and animals 
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Many people and animals have died in flash floods. Many more are injured and others made 

homeless. Water supply and electricity are disrupted and people struggle and suffer as a result. In 

addition to this, flooding brings a lot of diseases and infections including military fever, 

pneumonic plague, dermatopathia and dysentery. Sometimes insects and snakes make their ways 

to the area and cause a lot of havoc. 

 

...But...  

There is also something good about floods, especially those that occur in floodplains and farm 

fields. Floodwaters carry lots of nutrients that are deposited in the plains. Farmers love such 

soils, as they are perfect for cultivating some kinds of crops. 

What you can do before during and after floods. 

 

Sometimes there is no warning of flash floods, and that is why it is important to think of them 

and prepare for them before they happen. Here are a few things you can do. 

 

Before the floods...  

1. Know about your local relief centers and evacuation routes. 

2. Keep emergency numbers and important information handy, as well as emergency supplies, 

kits, first aid items. These may include water, canned food, can opener, battery-operated radio, 

flashlight and protective clothing. 

3. Fold and roll up anything onto higher ground (or upper floors of your home), including 

chemicals and medicines. 

4. Make sure everything that is of importance is secured (jewelry, documents, pets, and other 

valuables). 

5. Plant trees and shrubs and keep a lot of vegetation in your compound if you are in a low-lying 

area as that can control erosion and help soften the speed of the flowing water. 

During the floods... 

1. Flash floods occur in a short spate of time. As soon as they start, be quick, keep safe and 

ensure that children and elderly are safe by leaving the house to a higher ground. 

2. Turn off all electrical appliance, gas, heating and the like if there is a bit of time. 

3. Leave the area before it gets too late. Do not drive through the water as moving water can 

sweep you away. 

4. Stay away from power lines or broken power transmission cables.  

5. Try to keep away from flood water as it may contain chemicals or other hazardous materials. 

After the floods... 

1. Make sure you have permission from emergency officers to get back inside your house. 

2. Keep all power and electrical appliance off until the house is cleaned up properly and an 

electrical personnel has confirmed that it is OK to put them on. 

3. Make sure you have photographs, or a record of all the damage, as it may be needed for 

insurance claims. 

4. Clean the entire home, together with all the objects in it very well before you use them again. 

They may be contaminated. 

5. Wear appropriate gear (mask and gloves) before cleaning begins. 

Methods of flood prevention  
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Humans cannot stop the rains from falling or stop flowing surface water from bursting its banks. 

These are natural events, but we can do something to prevent them from having great impact. 

Here are a few. 

Sea / Coastal Defence Walls 

 
Sea walls and tide gates have been built in some places to prevent tidal waves from pushing the 

waters up ashore. In some areas too, sand bags are made and placed in strategic areas to retain 

floodwaters. 

Retaining walls 

In some places, retaining walls levees, lakes, dams, reservoirs or retention ponds have been 

constructed to hold extra water during times of flooding. 

Town planning 

It is important that builders acquire permission before buildings are erected. This will ensure that 

waterways are not blocked. Also, drainage systems must be covered and kept free from objects 

that chock them. This way, water can quickly run through if it rains and minimize any chance of 

town flooding. Drainage systems should also be covered to prevent litter from getting into them. 

Vegetation 

Trees, shrubs and grass help protect the land from erosion by moving water. People in low-lying 

areas must be encouraged to use a lot of vegetation to help break the power of moving flood 

water and also help reduce erosion. 

 

Education 

In many developing countries, drainage systems are chocked with litter and people have little 

knowledge of the effects that can have during a rain. When it rains, waterways and culverts are 

blocked by massive chunks of litter and debris, and water finds its way into the streets and into 

people's homes. Education is therefore very important, to inform and caution people about the 

dangers of floods, what causes floods, and what can be done to minimise its impact.  

 

Detention basin 

These are small reservoirs built and connected to waterways. They provide a temporary storage 

for floodwaters. This means in an event of flooding, water is drained into the basin first, giving 

people more time to evacuate. It can also reduce the magnitude of downstream flooding. 

Did you know? 

 

Here are a few interesting things you can share with your friends about floods. 

In Australia, floods are the most expensive type of natural disaster with direct costs estimated 

over the period 1967-2005 averaging at $377 million per year (calculated in 2008 Australian 

dollars). http://www.chiefscientist.qld.gov.au/publications/understanding-

floods/consequences.aspx 
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Flood losses in the United States averaged $2.4 billion per year for the last decade. Floods are 

the number one natural disaster in the United 

States. http://www.floodsmart.gov/toolkits/spanish/downloads/english/facts-and-figures.pdf 

A physically defined route (path) where water or run-off passes into an outlet or terminus. 

(Terminus can be the ocean or bigger water body) This includes rivers, creeks, tributaries, stream 

or estuary. A waterway may be dry, but will soon be full of moving water when there are rains. 

Peak water level / flood peak - The highest level that water in a waterway reaches during a 

flood. This is a measure of the size (or magnitude) of a flood. 

Runoff – Each time there is more water on a piece of land than it can infiltrate the soil, the 

excess water will flow to find its own level. The excess water flow is what we call ‘Runoff” 

Sometimes the rains come down heavily and the soil (or earth) cannot absorb the water quick 

enough. This causes the rain water to flow as a runoff. 

 

Never swim or play around in flood water. It may contain chemicals, bacteria and disease 

causing organisms. If your skin comes in contact with floodwater, make sure to wash it with soap 

and disinfected water because the contents are unknown. 

Communities particularly at risk are those located in low-lying areas, near water, or 

downstream from a dam. 

Based on Floodsmart, a 2,000 square foot home undergoing 12inches of water damage could 

cost more than $50,000. 

Never drive into a flooded roadway or drive through flowing water because just 2 feet of 

water can float a large vehicle and sway it away. 

Sometimes, local emergency officers are able to tell if there is a possibility of flood during a 

rain or high tide at the shore. When this happens, they keep a close eye on events and inform the 

public about it. This is called a Flood Watch. 

A flood warning is when an official announcement is given (by TV, Radio, Text Message or 

Phone, Email or other means) of an impending flood or an already flood that has already 

occurred. A flood warning instructs people to move to higher ground or take immediate 

precautions to avoid drowning or to minimize damage to property. 

 

Levee: A manmade structure to contain or prevent water from moving past a certain point. 

 LLightningO: 

Lightning is a sudden electrostatic discharge that occurs typically during a thunderstorm. This 

discharge occurs between electrically charged regions of a cloud (called intra-cloud lightning or 

IC), between two clouds (CC lightning), or between a cloud and the ground (CG lightning).N 
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ESDES 

 

T 

No; 1. Run for shelter for you can hear thunder or see lightning. Do not wait for the rain to fall 

before you act. Sometimes, lightning strikes even before the rain begins.  

 

No; 2. Take shelter inside a large, sturdy building made from steel reinforced concrete (for 

example"' a shop or a house), Inside a metal vehicle (such as a bus, van or car) or under a large 

structure (for example, a bridge). Do not loiter outside a large building to avoid being struck by 

debris from lightning damage. If you are caught outdoors because there is no proper shelter 

nearby then follow steps 3 to 7  

 

No; 3. Do not seek shelter under a tall, isolated tree- lightning often strikes the highest object on 

the ground. If you have no choice stay under a clump of small trees preferably in a valley.  

 

No; 4. Don't be the tallest object in an open area (such as a field or the sea). Get down into a 

lightning defensive position, i.e. squat (but don't sit) with your feet TOGETHER and cover your 

ears. Do not lie down. If it rains, get yourself wet because water in your clothes helps to reduce 

serious injuries if you are struck the current flows over you instead of inside you.  

 

No; 5. Stay away from isolated tall poles and telecommunications towers. Although you won't be 

hit directly when lightning strikes tall objects, the current will travel through the ground to you.  

 

No; 6. Do not think that a tent, small shed, rotunda or roadside food stall is safe. Most small 

shelters are not fitted with proper lightning protection systems. Similarly never use an umbrella- 

it just makes you a higher target for lightning.  

 

No; 7. If you can't find a proper shelter nearby, get down from higher ground (such as mounds, 
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hills or platforms). Get into any depression in the ground or into a dry drain.  

 

 

Even if you do get into a building, you still have follow these -safety steps: 

 

No; 8. Do not touch any metallic object, such as electrical equipment or wiring. If you really 

must use your laptop, disconnect the wires and run it on batteries and wireless internet. If you 

need to make a call, use a mobile phone. Do not use the (fixed line) telephone unless it is really 

urgent.  

 

No; 9. Keep away from the balcony, veranda, doorway, window, wall or pillar as lightning can 

strike through open spaces. Do not take a bath or use the sink during a thunderstorm. Water pipes 

conduct electricity.  

 

 

! Stay inside your shelter for 30 minutes after the last clap of thunder is heard. Lightning can 

strike up to 15km away from the thundercloud i.e. even after the rain has stopped! 

 

 

 

 

 Injury caused by direct strike happens when the victim is directly hit by lightning. Head entry is 

the most common site[1] and exit pathway is through the soles of the feet because in most cases, 

the victim is usually standing thus earthed to the ground[8]. Figure 2 shows a picture of exit 

pathway (through the sole) when a person gets injured by direct strike.  

 

 

RFigure 2 : Exit pathway through feet during direct lightning strike 

adapted from[9]UCTI 

 

 Figure 3 : Illustration of lightning direct strike through human body. 

Arrows show the division of lightning current, IL through human body 
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 Figure 4 : Illustration of side splash lightning strike mechanism 

Figure 5 : Illustration of situation of the contact voltage mechanism 

when victim is touching metal object before getting shocked. Lightning current will flow from 

metal to the victim's body in order to find the shortest way to the ground. 

 

 

 

HAILSTORM Definition 

Any thunderstorm which produces hail that reaches the ground is known as a hailstorm. Hail has 

a diameter of 5 millimetres (0.20 in) or more. Hailstones can grow to 15 centimetres (6 in) and 

weigh more than 0.5 kilograms (1.1 lb). Hail is a form of solid precipitation . which is 

formed in thunderstorms clouds (Cumulonimbus). 

 

 Thunderstorm is a large cumulonimbus 

cloud with lightning and thunder. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulonimbus_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulonimbus_cloud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunder
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Soil erosion 

Soil erosion is the washing or blowing away (by water or wind) of the top layer of soil (dirt). 

This is a serious problem for farmers. If the soil has eroded, the crops that make food will not 

grow very well. 

 

Factors Influencing Soil Erosion: 

There are many factors which influence the process of soil erosion; these are discussed below: 

1. Rainfall: 

Precipitation is the most forceful factor causing erosion. Erosion is dependent on the amount, 

duration, intensity and frequency of rainfall. By the action of dashing rain drops on soil, soil 

granules are loosened, detached and separated into fine particles. Erosion is greater where the 

rainfall is not only heavy, but concentrated over short periods. 

2. Slope of Topography: 

The slope accelerates erosion as it increases the velocity of the flowing water. 

3. Vegetation: 

The vegetative cover protects the soil from the beating and dispersing action of the raindrops by 

forming a canopy over the soil surface. Vegetation also acts as a mechanical obstruction to 

flowing water, thus reducing its erosive potential. The plant roots help in building a better 

structure. They said in opening the soil and thereby accelerating water absorption and reducing 

surface run-off. 

4. Tillage: 

The infiltration and permeability of the soil is improved by the practice of proper tillage and 

thereby reducing the chances of erosion. But excess tilling exposes the soil to erosion, especially 

by wind. 

5. Nature of the Soil: Erodability of the soil is influenced by the nature of the soil, particularly its 

texture, structure, organic matter, amounts and kinds of salts present, presence of hard pan in the 

soil and presence of high water table. 

6. Soil Moisture: 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farmer
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crop
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The presence of high water table checks the infiltration and permeability, thus allowing more 

flow of water on the surface, and greater erosion. At the same time, long continuous rainless 

periods cause loosening of soil and thus expose the soil to erosion by wind. 

7. Wind Velocity: 

Stronger winds have greater erosive potential, thus wind velocity is directly proportional to 

intensity of erosion. 

Types of Erosion by Water: 

Following are the types of soil erosion caused by water . 

1. Splash Erosion: 

This type of erosion occurs when the falling raindrops splash on the soil, and beat the bare soil 

into flowing mud. 

2. Sheet Erosion: 

This occurs when soil is removed uniformly in a thin layer from the entire surface area. 

Movement of soil by splash erosion is the primary cause of sheet erosion. 

3. Rill Erosion: 

This type of erosion takes place when the run-off water, laden with soil flowing along the slopes, 

forms fingerlike channels. Rill erosion is an intermediate stage between sheet erosion and gulley 

erosion. 

4. Gully Erosion: 

As the volume of concentrated run-off increases and attains more velocity on slopes, it enlarges 

the rill into gullies. At an advanced stage, gullies result in ravines, which are sometimes 50 to 

100 feet deep. In India ravines cover about 10 million hectares. 

5. Slip Erosion: 

Landslides cause slip erosion— big masses of soil and rock slip down, thus damaging the fields 

in the foothills and causing obstructions in communication. The effect of slip erosion is localised. 

6. Stream Bank Erosion: Streams and rivers change their courses by cutting one bank and 

depositing the silt loads on the others. 

During flash floods, the damage is much accelerated. The Kosi river in Bihar is reported to have 

changed its course westwards by 100 km within the last 100 years. 

7. Sea Shore Erosion: 

This type of erosion is caused by the striking action of strong waves. 
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Causes of Soil Erosion: 

Soil erosion is also referred to as the creeping death. The causes of soil erosion are directly 

related to improper landuse, and are, therefore, entirely man-made. 

These include the following: 

1. Deforestation: 

Removal of vegetation cover has caused widespread erosion in Western Ghats, Uttar Pradesh and 

in Himachal Pradesh. 
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2. Faulty Cultivation Methods: 

For instance, in the Nilgiris, land has been opened for cultivation of tuber crops like potatoes and 

ginger without undertaking anti-erosive measures like terracing of slopes. Also forests on slopes  

have been cleared at places to make way for plantation crops. Such faulty cultivation methods 

have caused soil erosion—landslides are a common feature in these areas. 

 

 
 

3. Shifting Cultivation: 

An ecologically destructive and uneconomic cultivation method is slash and burn or shifting 

cultivation which is practised in hill areas of North-East, Chhotanagpur, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh 

and Andhra Pradesh. Vast areas have suffered erosion of soil in hill areas of North-East because 

of shifting cultivation. 

4. Overgrazing: 

A surplus of livestock population in our country is a big strain on grasses and fodder. The tread 

of cattle hardens the soil and prevents new shoots from emerging. Overgrazing by goats is a 

serious problem in certain stretches of the Aravalis and in Punjab and Himachal hills. The goats 

not only pull off leaves and branches, but they also uproot grass, as opposed to sheep, which only 

nibble the top shoots. 

5. Diversion in Natural Drainage Channels by Railway Embankments and Roads: 

Railway tracks and roads have had to be constructed in such a manner that they are at a higher 

level than the surrounding area. But sometimes, road and rail embankments come in the way of 

natural drainage channels. This causes waterlogging on one side and water loss on the other side 

of embankments. All these factors contribute to erosion in one way or the other. 

6. Lack of Proper Surface Drainage: 

Because of proper drainage, waterlogging occurs in low lying areas which loosens the top-soil 

and makes it prone to erosion. 

7. Denuding Forest Fires: 

These fires, sometimes natural but often man-made, are very destructive. As a result of these, the 

forest cover is lost forever and soil is exposed to erosion. 
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Effects of Soil Erosion: 

The main effects of soil erosion are as follows. 

1. Loss of Soil: 

The top-soil is lost by erosion which is the most fertile section, having evolved over centuries of 

soil-forming processes. Due to formation of gullies and ravines, valuable agricultural lands are 

lost. 

2. Harmful Effects of Erosion on Organic Matter and Soil Structure: 

Erosion of upper layer of soil decreases the content of organic matter and as other nutrients. As a 

result, the soil structure gets impoverished. 

3. Decline in Soil Capacity: 

When the soil is removed bodily from field, both potential and available plant food along with 

mineral material is carried away. As erosion progresses, the compact soil of low infiltration 

capacity is approached. The ability of the land to supply moisture for plant growth is reduced and 

the beneficial activity of micro-organisms lessened. Due to these bad effects, the yields are 

lowered. 

4. Deposition of Sand and Gravel on Agricultural Lands: 

The wind-borne sand encroaches the arable lands and makes them unfertile. Crops are damaged 

due to sand storms. 

5. Flooding of Streams: 

Soil erosion in catchment areas of streams due to deforestation and other destructive activities 

leads to silting of streams and reservoirs. This reduces the capacity of these water bodies to carry 

large volumes of water, as they occur during the rainy season. This way the streams are more 

prone to flooding. One such example is Brahmaputra river which has been exposed to siltation 

because of large-scale deforestation in the hills, and the floods in Brahmaputra valley have 

become an annual phenomenon now. 

Methods to Check Soil Erosion: These measures are a part of the overall strategy to conserve soil 

and water. These measures can be biological or mechanical . These are discussed below. 

Biological Measures: 

The following are biological methods to control soil erosion: 

Improving the Existing Surface Cover: 

This can be done by resorting to cover cropping by growing groundnut or berseem (a fodder 

crop) or through grasslands development by growing grasses like dub, kudzu, pans and dinanath. 

Strip Cropping: 

This practice consists of growing erosion-permitting crops (jowar, bajra, maize) in alternate 

strips with erosion checking close- growing crops (grasses, pulses). The erosion checking strips 

check and hold the flowing water and soil. 

Crop Rotation: 

This refers to growing of two or more different crops in sequence in a field for maintaining the 

soil fertility. Continuous growing of clean-cultivated crops (e.g., tobacco) causes more erosion. 

A good rotation should include densely planted small grains, spreading legume which may check 

soil erosion. 

Stubble Mulching: 

This means leaving crop residue or vegetative litter on the land as a surface protection against 

erosion and for conserving moisture by favouring infiltration and reducing evaporation. 

Using Organic Manures: 

Organic manures like cow dung, green manure, farmyard manure etc., improve the soil structure. 

Granular and crumby structures increase infiltration and permeability in the soil and conserve 

soil moisture. 
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Other measures include checking overgrazing, reducing surplus cattle, stopping shifting 

cultivation and taking preventive measures against forest fires. 

Mechanical Measures: 

The mechanical measures that can be used to control erosion are as follows. 

Contour Tillage: 

On sloping lands, all tillage operations should be done at right angles to the slope of the land. 

This way, each furrow intercepts the flowing water and allows it to soak into the soil. 

Contour Bunding: 

The idea is to break the slope of the land into smaller, more level compartments by constructing 

mechanical structures of suitable size along contours. Each bund, thus, holds the rainwater within 

each compartment. 

Terracing: 

On steeper slopes, terraces or flat platforms are constructed in steps in a series along the slope. 

This way water is retained on each terrace which can be used to raise crops. 

Constructing Proper Drainage Channels and Plugging the Gullies: 

Basin Listing: 

This refers to scooping out small basins at regular intervals on slopes which help in checking the 

run-off and in conservation of water. 

Water Harvesting: 

This refers to trapping or channeling of water into low-lying areas. This helps in checking the 

run-off and also acts as a flood control measure. 

Scientific Slope Management: 

The cropping activity on slopes should be taken up as per the nature of slope. If the slope is 

between 1:4 and 1:7, proper farming can be done; if more, pastures should be developed; if still 

more, forestry operations can be undertaken; if it is still greater, then terracing is required before 

any cropping activity can be done. 

 

SEDIMENTATION 

 

 
What is sediment? 

Sediment is the loose sand, clay, silt and other soil particles that settle at the bottom of a body of 

water. Sediment can come from soil erosion or from the decomposition of plants and animals. 

Wind, water and ice help carry these particles to rivers, lakes and streams. Facts about Sediment 

The Environmental Protection Agency lists sediment as the most common pollutant in rivers, 

streams, lakes and reservoirs. While natural erosion produces nearly 30 percent of the total 

sediment in the United States, accelerated erosion from human use of land accounts for the 

remaining 70 percent. The most concentrated sediment releases come from construction 

activities, including relatively minor home-building projects such as room additions and 

swimming pools. Sediment pollution causes $16 billion in environmental damage annually. 

 

What’s the problem? 

Sediment entering storm water degrades the quality of water for drinking, wildlife and the land 

surrounding streams in the following ways: Sediment fills up storm drains and catch basins to 

carry water away from roads and homes, which increases the potential for flooding. Water 
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polluted with sediment becomes cloudy, preventing animals from seeing food. Murky water 

prevents natural vegetation from growing in water. Sediment in stream beds disrupts the natural 

food chain by destroying the habitat where the smallest stream organisms live and causing 

massive declines in fish populations. Sediment increases the cost of treating drinking water and 

can result in odor and taste problems. Sediment can clog fish gills, reducing resistence to disease, 

lowering growth rates, and affecting fish egg and larvae development. Nutrients transported by 

sediment can activate blue-green algae that release toxins and can make swimmers sick. 

Sediment deposits in rivers can alter the flow of water and reduce water depth, which makes 

navigation and recreational use more difficult. 

 

What can you do? 

Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of hosing them off. Washing these areas results in 

sediment and other pollutants running off into streams, rivers and lakes. Use weed-free mulch 

when reseeding bare spots on your lawn, and use a straw erosion control blanket if restarting or 

tilling a lawn. Notify local government officials when you see sediment entering streets or 

streams near a construction site. Put compost or weed-free mulch on your garden to help keep 

soil from washing away. Avoid mowing within 10 to 25 feet from the edge of a stream or creek. 

This will create a safe buffer zone that will help minimize erosion and naturally filter storm 

water runoff that may contain sediment. Either wash your car at a commercial car wash or on a 

surface that absorbs water, such as grass or gravel. 
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UNIT-V 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS 

Disaster preparedness guidelines were still in process of development when the 4th Edition of the 

Southwest Colorado (Region 9) Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) was 

submitted to the Economic Development Administration (EDA) in October 2011. This appendix 

addresses those guidelines and serves as an Addendum to the CEDS. A disaster can be defined as 

any event that threatens to, or actually does, inflict damage to people or property that cannot be 

dealt with using only internal and mutual aid resources. In the event of a disaster, the Region 9 

Economic Development District (Region 9), plays a support role to other partners in the planning 

and recovery efforts as outlined in the following strategy document. This brief summary of 

strategy is in no way intended to undermine or replace existing federal, state, or local disaster 

plans, but simply establishes Region 9’s role in both pre- and postdisaster planning and recovery. 

Pre-disaster strategies are based on an awareness and support of already existing partnerships 

and emergency plans. Post-disaster strategies rely on a decisionmaking process consistent with 

local economic comprehensive plans. In the event of a disaster, Region 9 is committed to: • 

Providing local officials, business leaders, and other community partners with access to regional 

demographic, economic, and hazard vulnerability data. • Developing technical expertise and 

economic analysis tools for conducting initial disaster assessments and long-term economic 

impact analysis. • Establishing collaborative relationships with local government officials and 

non-government organizations that may provide data, funding, technical expertise, and other 

resources essential to intermediate and long-term economic recovery following a disaster event. • 

Offering grant writing expertise and technical assistance to regional and local entities, both for 

pre-disaster resiliency initiatives as well as post-disaster recovery efforts. • Establishing 

familiarity with traditional economic and community recovery funding sources, including 

resources for business development assistance programs, such as EDA’s Revolving Loan Fund 

(RLF) programs as well as private, nonprofit, and philanthropic resources. • Providing technical 

support to impacted businesses. • Encouraging concepts and principles of economic resiliency 

strategies into the existing. planning and development plans and activities within the region. • 

Leveraging assets. • Offering a neutral forum to convene diverse stakeholders and facilitate 

discussion and planning initiatives around the issues of economic resiliency preparedness and 

recovery. Phase I: Pre-disaster Preparedness This phase asks communities to plan and prepare for 
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the unexpected and build disaster-resiliency practices. Region 9 encourages the existing 

coordination between the organizations and regular updates to all local and regional disaster 

plans. • Engage in pre-disaster recovery and mitigation planning. • Know the community’s risks 

and vulnerabilities. • Inventory and organize the community’s recovery resources (people, 

businesses, public services…etc.) • Engage in business continuity planning. • Ensure there are 

resources available for the elderly and those with special needs. • Identify shelters, and recovery 

partners (Federal, state, local, and private sector), type of assistance and resources they can 

provide. 

• Develop an interagency action plan. • Identify what recovery activities will take place 

immediately, short-term, intermediate, and longterm. • Develop and disseminate a community 

evacuation plan. • Establish a communication chain. • Engage the community. Take advantage of 

opportunities to communicate the process and protocols to follow in the event of a disaster and 

what recovery efforts will be undertaken. Knowing where to prioritize spending requires some 

basic knowledge of what is covered under insurance policies, which projects will be eligible for 

federal reimbursement through the Public Assistance Program, which projects can be funded 

through grant programs, and what financial reserves can be targeted for grant matching funds or 

local investment. When a community begins to address its infrastructure issues as part of the 

initial planning process or as a pre-disaster implementation action, it can launch an assessment of 

county or municipal insurance policies to determine which facilities are covered and for what 

extent of damage. They can then use this assessment to make decisions about increasing 

coverage or financing repairs to uninsured structures. They can also determine whether 

mitigation enhancements would be covered under current policies and Public Assistance or 

whether additional funding would be needed. Southwest Colorado Disaster Planning There are 

several different levels of strategic disaster planning in the region that address these guidelines. It 

is a requirement of the State Emergency Management Grant (a funding mechanism) to have an 

emergency operation plan (disaster plan). Every county and tribe receives those funds and all 

have prepared plans of varying scope and complexity, tailored to their territories and 

constituents. Please see below for a list of emergency contacts within the region. 

At the regional level there is a Southwest Region All-Hazards Advisory Council (SWRAHAC), 

established in 2005. The Council consists of emergency managers from each tribe, county, and 

some municipalities, as well as representation from the following disciplines: communications, 

hazardous materials, fire services, emergency medical services, health-care, Citizen Corps, 

transportation, education, law enforcement, and public health. Annually, SWRAHAC members 

participate in the State’s capability review process. As part of that process, SWRAHAC 

members set the Southwest Colorado priorities. This is a collaborative effort to determine the 

best needs for the entire region as a whole. This council has prepared a document called The 

Southwest Colorado Homeland Security Strategy (SWCHSS) in order to develop, implement, 

and maintain a viable planning capability (Revised draft April 5th 2011). Region 9 has reviewed 

this document and agrees with the identified areas of outstanding “SW Region” risks and 

vulnerabilities that must be considered and planned for. They are as follows: Regional Risks and 

Vulnerabilities Remote Location “The SW Region has approximately 85,625 citizens consisting 

of five counties: Archuleta, Dolores, La Plata, Montezuma, and San Juan counties, as well as the 

State’s two Sovereign Nations, the Southern Ute Indian Tribe (SUIT) and the Ute Mountain Ute 

Tribe. Depending on location within the region, drive time to Denver can range from six hours to 

eight hours and drive time to Albuquerque can range from four to six hours. The region has two 

commercial airports and two private aviation airports. Because of remoteness, to provide service 

and protection, the SW Region often depends on internal resources, and resources from other 

states.” Infrastructure Challenges “The region has a number of other infrastructure challenges. 

There are two recreational trains; one of these trains traverses an extremely remote and rugged 

area. Any major incident with these trains will involve a multi-state response (The Cumbres 

Toltec Train straddles New Mexico and Colorado). The region also has ski areas, three of these 
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areas are in the region, and another (Wolf Creek Ski Area) is between this region and another. 

The extreme western part of the region is very dependent on agriculture and its associated risks. 

The region has a very limited power and internet feed; a single power transmission line and a 

single fiber optic line serve large parts of the region. The region also has an interstate high-

pressure gas pipeline, and associated compressor, that feeds all of central Colorado.” Economic 

Risks “The region’s economy depends heavily on tourists; other economic dependencies include 

agriculture and oil/gas operations. Similar to other areas of Colorado, the region’s population 

fluctuates seasonally, including the summer and other key holiday times. This “transient” 

population presents unique challenges and risk.” Wildland Fire Risks “Because of the vegetation, 

elevation, and semi-arid climate of the inhabited areas of the region, urban interface/wildland 

fires are a large risk. The mid elevations of the region are mostly over grown forest; the low 

elevations are a volatile oak brush / juniper mix. Lightning starts most of the regions wildland 

fires naturally. In an average fire season, the region has at least one large wildland fire. Due to 

the loss of tourist revenue, every large fire has the potential to have devastating economic 

conquests.” 

Flood Risks “All low-lying areas in the region are prone to flash flooding. The National Weather 

Service (NWS) uses radar, stream gauges, and rain gauges to issue products that warn of these 

floods. In Southwest Colorado, this is a challenge: the NWS radar system is ineffective. Many of 

the stream gauges are located in populated areas, not upstream, and a rain gauge network does 

not exist.” The SWRAHAC Council also prepared a Prioritization of Planning Scenarios as an 

illustrative tool for determining which scenarios pose the greatest threat to the region based on 

the individual local criteria. Region 9 supports the strategy of focusing on building capability for 

the two most probable scenarios, which include toxic industrial chemicals events and major 

snowstorm/blizzard events. Both scenarios represent a moderate to high threat to the region and 

present potentially devastating consequences for our communities. “Planning Scenario: Toxic 

Industrial Chemical Events: The history of toxic industrial chemical events in the region is rare, 

but has been catastrophic. Oil and gas exploration, has boomed in the last 10 years, bringing with 

it the potential for major oil/gas-related events. Three major state highways in the region are 

designated as hazardous materials routes (US Hwy 160, 491 and 550). These highways function 

as vital east-west / northsouth routes for both tourists, and commercial vehicles, as well as 

providing access to all of the region's tribes and counties. These highways are highly traveled, 

and have a number of vulnerable points (tunnels, high mountain passes, landslide / avalanche 

areas). These highways are the primary transportation route for a wide range of toxic industrial 

chemicals via commerical motor carrier. The headwaters of several major water sources that 

service large metropolitan areas lie within the boundaries of the region as well, and a chemical 

attack or spill is likely to contaminate the water for large population areas such as large cities in 

New Mexico and Arizona, in addition to many smaller communities.” “Planning Scenario: Major 

Snowstorm / Blizzard Events: The probability of a major snowstorm / blizzard event in the 

region is frequent. Multiple major snowstorms occur every year. Every one of these events 

temporary isolates the five counties and two tribes of southwest Colorado from the rest of 

Colorado. During major snowstorms, all passes through the mountains to the North and East 

close. Some locations, such as Silverton, will be completely isolated. Commercially, Southwest 

Colorado has approximately three days of food, with the routine supply coming from Denver. 

With the exception of isolation, a major winter storm alone does not create too much concern in 

Southwest Colorado. The secondary events that very often accompany these storms are the 

concern. Our largest concern is power outages; in cold weather, the outcome could be 

catastrophic. Some other concerns include special needs population support, debris removal, 

isolation of individual communities, sheltering, and food/fuel supply. Another side consequence 

of the isolation is a negative impact to the economies of communities and to the overall region.” 

Yet another level of strategic planning occurs at the State level. Colorado has prepared a State 

Emergency Operations Plan (2010). This plan, which addresses most, if not all, of the items 
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identified in the following guidelines. Once again, this plan is far too lengthy to be included here, 

but can be perused at http://www.colorado.gov 

Phase II: Post Disaster Planning and Implementation 

This phase will include disaster assessment, the development of a recovery timeline, and the 

implementation of a long-term recovery plan. The assessment phase will involve partners at the 

local, state and possibly federal level. Local officials have authority under their local ordinances 

and resolutions and Colorado Revised Statutes to take responsible and appropriate actions in the 

direction and control of disaster recovery activities. The role of affected state, local and tribal 

governments in defining and addressing risk reduction and long term recovery priorities is 

recognized. If an effective recovery is beyond a local jurisdiction’s capability, State assistance 

may be required. If the situation is beyond State and local capability, the Governor may ask for 

Federal assistance by requesting a Presidential Declaration of an “emergency” or “major 

disaster”. The declaration triggers the implementation of Federal disaster assistance programs, 

which are coordinated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in cooperation 

with the Division of Emergency Management (DEM). Response and recovery operations in both 

State- and Federally-declared disasters will be conducted in accordance with the standards set 

forth by the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the National Response 

Framework (NRF). These authorities should provide oversight for the following assessments: • 

Assess the nature and magnitude of the disaster. • Assess the impact on the economy (business, 

industry sectors, labor market…etc). • Assess the impact on transportation and public 

infrastructure. • Assess the impact on housing, schools, and health care facilities. Once these 

assessments have been made, regional partners will develop and implement a recovery timeline: 

• List and prioritize recovery activities to be performed. • Identify resources (Federal, state, local, 

private sector) needed for each activity. • Determine the level and type of assistance needed. • 

Identify roles and responsibilities. • Determine the timeframe for each recovery activity: • 

Establish recovery benchmarks. Long-term recovery and mitigation efforts will be based on a 

variety of factors and priorities, including public safety, economic development, environmental 

protection, and preservation of social, cultural and historical resources: • Identify business, 

economic and entrepreneurial rebuild initiatives. • Identify workforce initiatives to employ 

workers and rebuild economy. • Describe the Federal, state and local funding programs and 

management plans to ensure the most effective use of Federal, state, local, and private sector 

funds. 

Role in Economic Recovery As a regional economic development organization Region 9 is 

particularly concerned with postdisaster economic recovery. Long-term recovery efforts focus on 

redeveloping communities and restoring the economic viability of disaster areas, including: • 

Restoring the economic base of disaster-impacted communities, including lost jobs and 

employment opportunities. • Identifying hazard mitigation opportunities and implementing long-

term hazard mitigation plans, projects and measures (e.g., land use plans, hazard-zone 

restrictions and building codes). Post-disaster Relationships There are many agencies, 

jurisdictions, and stakeholders involved in providing infrastructure, public facilities, and utility 

services. Before and after a disaster, these private and public entities need to establish 

communication and coordination procedures to ensure that long-term recovery and 

redevelopment occurs in an efficient and organized manner. Each agency or company should 

have its own recovery plan; however, if any opportunities for directing redevelopment are to be 

pursued then coordination and communication are critical. Limited time, funds, and materials are 

going to make simultaneous redevelopment of all damaged areas difficult. In some 

circumstances, opportunities may arise after a disaster to move forward with planned physical 

economic development projects or to create new projects that take advantage of post-disaster 

funding, available land, or public will. Communities may want to encourage redevelopment in 

areas that correspond to their vision for the future and those less vulnerable to disasters by 

providing incentives for development in these areas. For instance, local comprehensive plans 

http://www.colorado.gov/
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include many policies that determine where and to what extent redevelopment can, or ideally 

should, occur. As a starting place, affected communities can use their locally developed 

Comprehensive Plans, including this CEDS document, to identify specific land use codes and 

regulations. In addition, Region 9 has worked with each county to develop Community 

Development Action Plans (CDAP’s) to identify priority projects, partnerships and action steps 

that will aid in the recovery process A “small business” is often perceived as a family-owned 

business that provides services solely to the local community. Small businesses comprise the 

majority of businesses in the region. Small businesses are more likely than large businesses to 

either never reopen after a major disaster or fail shortly after reopening. Several factors may be 

involved in these failures, including the extent of damage to a community, timing of reopening, 

and lack of financial reserves. During the recovery process Region 9 will work closely with the 

Colorado Office of Economic Development and International Trade (OEDIT) as well as other 

identified partners to provide technical assistance to business owners and operators impacted by 

a disaster concerning economic redevelopment plans, investment strategies, small business 

development, and available resources and assistance to facilitate economic recovery. Rapid 

resumption of existing major employers is key to a community’s economic recovery after a 

disaster, especially as employment provides a reason for most residents to return and rebuild 

quickly. Region 9 will assist the Department of Labor and Employment to identify job losses and 

create opportunities for employment. Some of these opportunities may actually be a result of 

disaster impacts, such as providing adequate housing for displaced persons and long-term rebuild 

of public and private infrastructure (housing, roads, utilities, etc.) When a community starts to 

make decisions about which structures to relocate after a disaster or which mitigation projects it 

should invest in pre-disaster, they should consider funding availability. Region 9 will support the 

Department of Local Affairs and other applicable funding sources and technical assistance 

partners to provide the needed technical assistance to local officials and help to identify and 

apply for state and federal grants that may be available. 

It is essential that cultural resources be considered during recovery efforts. Engaging state and 

local historic preservation organizations in the planning and implementation process can ensure 

that the unique considerations involved with preserving and restoring historic structures and 

archeological sites are included in a community’s recovery plan. The loss of historic resources 

due to a disaster can have a major impact on the community. Some losses may be unavoidable, 

but others could occur accidentally during recovery operations if procedures are not in place to 

watch for these concerns. Historic structures are particularly vulnerable to damage due to their 

age, and repair of these structures must meet certain requirements to maintain their character and 

historic designation. There may also be funding opportunities before or after a disaster for 

implementing mitigation measures to prevent further damage to historic resources. In conclusion, 

this brief strategy is in no way intended to undermine or replace existing federal, state, or local 

disaster plans. This document simply establishes Region 9’s role in both pre- and post-disaster 

planning and recovery. 


